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From the Chairman

Awards

by Jeremy Dhondy

click
link

WELCOME to the first magazine in our new size.
We are interested to learn what you think, so let the
Editor know. We have made the decision to change
the size because of the way postal charges work and
to ensure the continuation of the printed magazine
for some time to come. The Editor has done much
work on testing new layouts and making sure the
format is as attractive as possible. We’ve also beefed
up the amount of information online for those who
like to look there also.

Our Volunteers
Clubs, counties and the EBU itself all exist and
prosper, in major part, because of the work of
volunteers. In most clubs everyone from the scorer
to the director to the club secretary or chairman is
pretty likely to be offering his or her services for no
more than a warm feeling of gratitude. The same is
true at county level and although there is a professional staff at Aylesbury, the EBU at national level
would struggle to prosper if it were not for those
who sit through meetings designed to update regulations, approve new agreements, discuss new
tournaments or select international teams.
Some of the time, as a volunteer, you can bask in
the knowledge that you are doing a good job –
occasionally people say thank you – or perhaps
those who have little or no intention of putting in
the hours know perfectly well how something can
be done better and are not shy of telling you this.
Occasionally something bad happens and perhaps
the club has to deal with someone who is less than
well behaved. This can be tiresome, stressful and
make you wonder why you volunteered; however,
the good of the vast majority and the club itself may
sustain you through an unpleasant time.

‘Dimmies’ and Other Awards
Back in the 1980s we sought a way of saying ‘thank
you’ to some of our volunteers at county level. The
award given was a Dimmie Fleming Award, popularly
www.ebu.co.uk

known as a ‘Dimmie’. Dimmie was a great servant of
the English game who had given of her time
generously for many years. She had also represented
Great Britain in the open game during the 1950s. The
award has stood the test of time and we have added
some other awards. In the last year we have had a
review of what awards we give and to whom. This
review has been conducted by one of our board
members, Ron Millet, to whom we owe thanks. We
shall be introducing some new awards in the coming
year and we want clubs and counties to be involved in
the process of nomination.
The EBU is dependent on its volunteers at club,
county and national level and it is right that we
properly show our gratitude to those who not only
make our game run well but also teach people who
then join our game. Several years ago we introduced
an award, the Gold Award – our highest award for
voluntary service at a national level. It’s been
awarded eight times since its inception in 1992 and
this has been added to in recent years by the Silver
Award for those who have not only made significant
contribution at the national level but also to club
and county over a long period of time.

Player and Teacher Awards
As well as our many volunteers we have players who
have represented England, and before that Great
Britain, with distinction over many years and we
will be introducing a new award to recognise those
players in the near future. There are also those who
are the guardians of the future because they teach
people to play the game, both younger and older,
and are providing the life blood for bridge. We have
awards already for those who teach the young in
schools and elsewhere, but an important part of
teaching now is those who teach adults in our clubs
and bring new people to our club duplicates.
Saying thank you and giving recognition is an
area in which the EBU is trying to improve. It would
be good to hear of clubs and counties who are doing
the same.
r
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Pairs Tactics
Upgrade in Competition
YOU are West, last to speak at Game All and the
bidding goes:
West

North
1®

East
1™

South
Dble

?

South’s double is Negative and shows any strength
of hand with precisely four spades. What do you do
with these hands?

Hand (a)
´ 32
™K52
t 10 9 6 5
®9432

Hand (b)
´ A3
™KJ6
tQ962
®9842

Hand (c)
´ 10 9 2
™ A 10 3
t K 10 7 3 2
®J9

Hand (a). Bid 2™. You are very keen that partner
leads a heart and also wish to remove a level of
spades from the opposition. With an eight-card
heart fit and a ruffing value, you should not fear
competing to the two-level. If partner were left to
play there (unlikely I admit), you’d be thrilled:
having no defence to opposing contracts.
Hand (b). Bid 2®. This is an unassuming cue bid
(UCB), showing a good heart raise, typically 10+
points and three-card support for partner’s overcall.
If you are happy to raise to 2™ with Hand (a), then
you need to differentiate a weak raise from a decent
raise. The UCB is perhaps the single most important convention (or second most, after Stayman) –
on frequency grounds.
Hand (c). Bid 2® . Now this is close. The textbook
may say 10+ points for the UCB, but there is much
to be said for upgrading good nines, even eights as
here. In truth your hand is worth ten points, with
the powerful three hearts, the nice diamond sidesuit and the great intermediates. But the decision to
upgrade to 2® runs deeper than your evaluation of
the hand. It is tactical.
6 English Bridge October 2014
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by Andrew Robson
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In any competitive auction, the deal will either
belong to your side, in which case you want to
encourage partner to compete higher; or it will
belong to the opponents, in which case bidding
higher will usually still be best as long as you are not
doubled. Showing a bit more strength than you
actually have is therefore a big tactical winner.
The top Italians, also US’s Meckstroth-Rodwell,
have long been upgrading marginal hands in competitive auctions. Indeed ‘Meckwell’ have a note on
their Convention Card: ‘We frequently upgrade.’
Note that upgrading in competition is particularly
important at pairs, where the opponents will be
keener to make tight doubles. Note also that you
should not upgrade in the uncontested auction at
pairs, because you should not push for close games.
Here is a typical pairs steal resulting from an
upgrade:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer East.
´ 86
™ K 10 9
tKQ2
®87542
AQ42
´ K J 10 5
N
854
™62
W
E
10 9 6 5
tJ7
S
Q 10
®AKJ96
´ 973
™AQJ73
tA843
®3

The bidding where North doesn’t upgrade:
West

North

Dble

2™

East
1®
2´

South
1™
3™

East-West will likely either double or bid on to 3´.
www.ebu.co.uk

The bidding where North upgrades:
West

North

Dble
All Pass

2®

East
1®
2´

South
1™
3™

In the auction where North simply raises to 2™, EastWest will assume the deal belongs to them. They will
not let North-South buy the bidding in 3™ undoubled. One or the other will bid on to 3´, not fearful of being doubled for one down and -200. As you
see, 3´ is easy, and will make an overtrick unless the
defence take their four red-suit winners straight away.
In the auction where North upgrades his raise to a
UCB, East-West may well be wary of bidding on to
3´, fearful that they will be doubled for down one.
They are far more likely to let North-South escape
undoubled in 3™, as happened in practice.
West found the best opening lead of a trump, passive on the one hand and threatening to stop ruffs on
the other. Declarer won in dummy and led a spade,
hoping (somewhat vainly after the trump lead) to ruff
his third spade in dummy. The defence won the spade
and led a second trump. Declarer won and led a second spade, but West won this trick and he had a third
trump to lead. Declarer won and tested diamonds, but
West’s fourth–round winner scuppered the contract.
North-South losing 100 points for 3™ undoubled
down one scored well for their side, with most EastWest’s making 2´ plus one or 3´ exactly (and some
extra overtricks were let through when South led his
singleton club). Have you spotted that South should
have done even better, though?
After winning the defence’s second trump at trick
three, declarer should give up on ruffing a spade. He
leaves the last defensive trump outstanding and plays
out his diamonds. If the suit splits three-three, he can
draw the last trump and table his long diamond. Here
the diamonds are four-two, but East cannot ruff the
third diamond. So declarer can now peacefully ruff his
fourth diamond in dummy, an extra trump trick. He
still scores his three remaining trumps and that’s nine
tricks and contract made.
It is very likely that East is 2-2 in the reds, too, as the
bidding has strongly suggested he has five clubs and
four spades. In any event, it costs declarer nothing to
try, for if the third diamond is ruffed dummy still has
a trump for the fourth diamond.
Semi-bluff shows of strength really do work. If your
bold competitive bids were never doubled, you’d be in
great shape. So upgrade and get doubled less.
r
www.ebu.co.uk
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Bridge Fiction

The Matron’s Dilemma

click

by David Bird

link

‘THEY tell me you’re very good at football,’ said the
Matron, as the muscular new Physical Education
master took his seat.
Peter Kelland smiled at her. ‘Used to be,’ he
replied. ‘When you get past thirty, your legs start to
go. It’s a young person’s game.’
‘I’ve never understood why people get so worked
up about such a pointless activity,’ the Matron continued. ‘How can it possibly matter which team
wins? Young Hutson was terribly upset the other
day, just because his Tottenham Spurs team lost to
er . . . West Hampstead.’
Peter Kelland nodded politely. It was hard to
imagine the Matron with a football scarf around her
neck. ‘Have you ever been to a game of football?’ he
enquired.
‘Of course not!’ the Matron replied. ‘I and most
sensible people have better things to do with our
time. What on earth would a boy think if he came to
my room with a verruca to be treated and I was off
watching some football match?’
Norris Butcher, a master in the Modern Languages department, coughed gently, by way of suggesting that they should start the first hand of the
round.
This was the layout:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer: South.
´ Q854
™K3
t8643
®A74
93
´7
N
Q J 10 6
™98742
W
E
Q752
tKJ9
S
J93
® Q 10 5 2
´ A K J 10 6 2
™A5
t A 10
®K86

8 English Bridge October 2014

West
Stefan
Götel

North
Peter
Kelland

East
The
Matron

Pass
All Pass

3´

Pass

South
Norris
Butcher
1´
6´

Norris Butcher won the queen of hearts lead with
the ace. Raising to the three-level was a bit of a push
on that North hand, he thought. Perhaps Kelland’s
brain was beginning to go, as well as his legs. It went
without saying that his own bidding couldn’t be
faulted. Nineteen points and six splendid trumps?
One could hardly imagine a more obvious raise to
six! He stroked his RAF moustache for a few
seconds and then drew trumps with the ace and
queen. ‘Small diamond, please,’ he said.
The Matron viewed her K-J-9 in the diamond suit
with some concern. Every good player knew that
you should play low in second seat. How on earth
was she meant to do that when her lowest card was
the nine? The rather dashing new sports master
would probably think her a dunce at the game when
she played such a high card in second seat.
With an apologetic shrug of the shoulders the
Matron followed with the nine of diamonds,
covered by the ten and queen. Norris Butcher won
West’s heart continuation with the king and crossed
to the diamond ace, his hopes rising when the jack
appeared from the Matron. A trump to dummy’s
eight allowed him to ruff another diamond and
down came the king from the Matron’s hand! He
beamed happily as he faced his remaining cards. ‘I
can throw my club loser on the eight of diamonds,’
he said.
Stefan Götel winced. What an appalling slam to
let through! ‘It was difficult for you, Matron,’ he
said, ‘but I think perhaps your nine of diamonds
was not the right card.’
‘I’m perfectly aware of that,’ retorted the Matron.
‘There was nothing I could do, though. It was my
lowest diamond.’
www.ebu.co.uk

‘You needed to play a higher diamond,’ Götel
continued. ‘Play the jack and you save my queen.
Whether he wins the first round or not, he cannot
set up a diamond trick.’
The Matron’s eyes glazed over as she tried to recall
the deal. Stefan could be so confusing at times. First
he complains that her nine wasn’t low enough in
second seat. Then he says she should have played a
higher card. That might be good logic on the
Continent but it didn’t make much sense here in
England.
With a sigh the Matron drew her cards for the
next board. ‘Perhaps I’ll be luckier on this one,’ she
said. ‘I can’t believe I’ll have two awkward K-J-9
holdings on the same round!’
This was the layout:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer: East.
´ Q J 10 9 7
™ 10 5
t 10 9 8 3
®J4
85
´
N
AJ432
™
W
E
62
t
S
KQ93
®
´ A642
™86
tAKJ54
®A5

West
Stefan
Götel

North
Peter
Kelland

1™
Pass

Dble
4´

K3
KQ97
Q7
10 8 7 6 2

East
The
Matron
Pass
3™
All Pass

Norris Butcher puffed out his cheeks as he considered his prospects in the spade game. For once in
a while, the Matron’s comments actually made some
sense. Did Kelland always overbid by a trick? Now,
how could he possibly get to dummy for a trump
finesse?
The modern languages master played the ace and
king of diamonds, pleased to see the suit break 2-2.
He then exited with a club. Stefan Götel won with
the queen and felt that he had a pretty good idea of
how the cards lay. If declarer held another club, he
would have played differently, not taking the risk of
cashing the top diamonds. Surely he had 4-2-5-2
shape and was missing the king of spades.
Götel cashed the ace of hearts, receiving an enthusiastic ™9 from the Matron. A heart to her queen
won the next trick but the defence was at an end. A
heart or club return would allow declarer to ruff in
the dummy and take a successful trump finesse.
When the Matron chose to exit with the three of
spades instead, Norris Butcher ran this to dummy
and soon had his contract made.
‘I don’t call that very fair,’ observed the Matron.
‘No-one I know would have bid at all on Mr Kelland’s four points. Not only that, you end up making
r
a game contract. It’s almost unbelievable!’

South
Norris
Butcher
1t
3´

The king of clubs was led and Peter Kelland laid out
his dummy.
‘I don’t mean to be critical,’ observed the Matron,
‘but we don’t bid like that here.’
‘It was a negative double,’ the sports master
explained.
‘Yes, but you only had four points,’ persisted the
Matron. ‘Your partner bid spades at the minimum
level, over my Three Hearts. How can you possibly
find another bid?’
‘Perhaps you’re right,’ said Peter Kelland. ‘My fault
if we’re too high on this one, partner!’
www.ebu.co.uk
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Heather’s Hints
Bidding and Play Issues

HHHHH

N
E
S

´
™
t
®

K84
A86432
KJ3
J

West

North

East

Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

2t
3®
3´

Pass
Pass
Pass

South
1™
2™
3t
3NT

Playing teams, South opens 1™, North responds
2t and South rebids 2™. What call do you make
with the North cards?
The first thing to decide is whether you are worth
forcing to game, or simply making an invite. This
hand is borderline; however, since partner has
opened and rebid hearts, your queen is more likely
than not to be a useful card, therefore I would treat
it as game forcing and 3® is a more descriptive bid
than 3NT. It may give away information to the
opposition, but it is important to explore for the
right contract and 4™ is still a possibility if there is
no spade stopper. Over your 3®, South will call 3t
and now you can try 3´, fourth suit forcing, asking
for a spade stopper over which South concludes the
auction with 3NT.
West leads the two of spades to East’s ace, and
the jack is returned. The fact that the queen of
hearts is actually of no use means that the
10 English Bridge October 2014

link

contract is not a very good one; however, 3NT
isn’t without hope, so please take the South seat
and plan the play.

Game All. Dealer South.
´ 975
™ Q
t A 10 9 7 5
® K Q 10 5

W

click

by Heather Dhondy

The lead has told you that the spades are 4-3, and
you may be tempted to duck this second trick and
then take the diamond finesse into the safe hand.
Is there a danger in this plan?
Suppose the defence now switch to hearts. You
are almost certain to lose two hearts, two spades
and a club. Therefore you need to win the second
spade and with three spades and the ace of clubs
to lose, you will have to find the queen of diamonds. The only possible way to take the finesse is
through West since you don’t have the entries to
dummy to pick up the queen with East. You might
as well begin with the king, and then run the jack
on the second round. When your finesse works
you need only two club tricks for your contract.
Since you have only one entry to dummy, you
need to play the jack of clubs now, and overtake it
if West plays low. This will enable you to establish
the club tricks you need while the diamond entry
to dummy is still intact.
This was the full deal:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

Q 10 6 2
95
Q86
A963

975
Q
A 10 9 7 5
K Q 10 5
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

AJ3
K J 10 7
42
8742

K84
A86432
KJ3
J

www.ebu.co.uk

We are all taught to duck the opening lead against
no-trumps when holding only one stopper until
we believe that our right-hand opponent holds no
more cards in the suit led; however, you must also
consider if a switch is going to do you greater
harm than a continuation.
On this actual deal, it would not have been hard
for East to find the king of hearts switch, which
South would then need to duck in order to keep
the hearts guarded and prevent an easy defeat.
Now East can work out that reverting to spades,
with that heart trick in the bag, will defeat the
contract.

Heather’s Hints
1. It is important to explore for the right game,
even if you reveal information to the opponents. Often the information will be of no
use to them.
2. Before you duck the opening lead once too
many times, consider if there is a greater
r
danger if the opponents switch suit.

www.ebu.co.uk
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Bridge with a Twist

Psyches Part I

by Simon Cochemé
click

Simon is inspired by Mervyn Pearson’s request for a mini-series on psychic bidding
WHAT is a psyche? Well, the definition in the Laws
of Duplicate Bridge is ‘A deliberate and gross
misstatement of honour strength and/or suit length.’
‘Gross’ isn’t defined, but a deviation of three points
in honour strength, or a deviation of two cards in
suit length, is usually considered the boundary.
There is a range of bids that may be thought of as
psyches: light openings, tactical bids, safe psyches,
mini-psyches, bluffs, out-and-out lies.
Let us start in the foot-hills of the range: ‘light
openings’. We all know players who feel obliged, nay,
compelled, to open the bidding in third seat, nonvulnerable. They are following the Edgar Kaplan
dictum: ‘It is well-known that in third seat, you must
have thirteen cards to open the bidding.’
The Laws also state that ‘A player may deviate from
his side’s announced understandings always provided
that his partner has no more reason to be aware of the
deviation than have the opponents. Repeated deviations lead to implicit understandings which then form
part of the partnership’s methods and must be disclosed in accordance with the regulations governing
disclosure of system.’
If your partner is a devout follower of Kaplan, his
tendency should be clearly noted on the front page
of your convention card.
A ‘tactical bid’ can be defined as a constructive
attempt to help you get to, and make, your contract,
whereas a psyche is usually a destructive attempt to
prevent the opposition from finding their contract
or beating yours. If you think that your best
contract is likely to be 3NT, you might, with a big
balanced hand, open the weaker of your two fourcard minors to mislead the defenders. I think this is
a perfectly reasonable example of a tactical bid. Of
course, there is a risk in opening your weaker
minor; if partner is on lead he may play the wrong
suit. But it’s a great feeling when it works. As Hugh
Kelsey once said: ‘If you show a stop in a suit in the
bidding, then you don’t need one in the play.’
www.ebu.co.uk
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One step on from tactical bids are ‘safe psyches’,
sometimes called ‘free psyches’, where you attempt
to confuse your opponents at no risk to your
partnership’s bidding. (The first time I heard someone use the phrase ‘safe psyches’ I misheard it as
‘safe sex’.) Here is an example:

´
™
t
®

AKJ75
KQJ8
Void
Q J 10 9

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

10 6 4
75
J86532
75

West opened 1´ and East raised to 2´. West knew
he wanted to play in 4´ (was it too much to hope
that East would to be able to cover one of West’s
four losers?) but decided to make a psychic longsuit try on the way, to encourage a mis-defence. He
bid 3t. East now got cold feet and passed. It seems
that safe psyches aren’t always safe or, to put it
another way, West got pregnant. It didn’t work this
time, but what do you think of this sort of psyche?
Multiple World Champion Norberto Bocchi, no
less, wants such bids declared illegal.
There are other examples of (fairly) safe psyches,
where responder is asking opener for information,
and not to use his judgement. Your partner opens a
weak 2´, the next hand passes, and you bid 2NT, an
enquiry. Most pairs have agreed, or will assume, that
such a bid is a game try and, if opener shows a
maximum, then responder will bid game. But
couldn’t you feign strength by bidding 2NT with a
weak hand and a modicum of spade support? Yes,
you could; but if you have discussed it, or do it more
than once every two years or so, your partner should
volunteer the information when asked about its
meaning.
Continued on next page 
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Or what about ‘psychic Blackwood’? Your partner
opens 3™ and the next hand passes. A majestic leap
to 4NT, on limited values, might make it difficult for
your left-hand opponent, even when the bidding
subsides in 5™.
The English are, or should be, quite comfortable
with bidding Stayman opposite a weak no-trump
with a poor hand:
´ J 6 5 2 ™ J 7 4 3 t J 8 6 5 3 ® Void
is ideal for what is known to some as ‘Garbage Stayman’. But might you not also do it with:
´ J 6 5 ™ J 7 4 t 9 8 6 5 4 3 2 ® Void?
This would be considered a psyche in many parts of
the world, but in England Stayman is an asking bid; it
doesn’t guarantee a certain number of points, nor
even one four-card major. Just like the previous examples, you are trying to get to your optimum
contract.
‘Mini-Psyches’ (aka ‘Baby Psyches’) are our base
camp. They are irritating little bids designed to
throw the enemy off course. You hold:
´95 ™873 tQJ743 ®K97
Your partner opens 1t and the next hand doubles.
You could bid a pre-emptive 3t, but what about a
diversionary 1´ or even 1NT? You can always retreat
to diamonds later.
One of the complaints about psyching is that it
puts weaker players off the game, but handling this
particular mini-psyche shouldn’t be a problem. The
partner of the take-out doubler should double 1´
to show four spades (known as ‘exposing the psyche’)
and bid 2´ to show five. Discuss this with your
regular partners.
A more extreme example of bidding in one denomination when you have a haven to which to run if
doubled, isn’t actually a psyche, as such, but a bidding
convention with a name. Although it seems to have
fallen out of fashion, the ‘Gardener No-Trump’ is a
1NT overcall that is either a genuine strong 1NT, or a
weak hand with a six- or seven-card suit. Partner bids
2® to find out which variant you hold. The 1NT bid
should be on your system card, of course, and alerted.
Nico Gardener was the father of current super-star
Nicola Smith.
In the next issue I will move on to the peaks in the
range: bluffs, downright lies and beyond – the
macho and the pyscho.
r
When you have finished reading this
magazine, if you don’t want to keep it
please recycle it.
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New Prize Leads Quiz
OPENING leads are often subjective and virtually any
opening lead can be successful some of the time.
However, bridge is in many ways a game of
percentages and therefore certain leads will gain more
often than others. In each issue you will be given three
hands and the bidding on each, and you are asked to
choose your opening leads from those proposed by
our Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In
each problem you are on lead as West.

makers of playing cards since 1824

www.piatnikcardgames.co.uk
( 020 8661 8866

THIS MONTH’S QUIZ
Hand 1
´ 984
™ 76532
t J4
® 865
West

North

East

Pass
Pass
Pass

1t
3NT
Redble

Pass
Dble
All Pass

South
1®
1NT
Pass

You had better hope that partner has a good hand or
this will be very expensive! Choose from: (a) a spade;
(b) a heart; (c) tJ; (d) a club.

HHHHH
Hand 2
´ KQ74
™ Q74
t K873
® 54

This attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards
(‘Dots Bridge Double’) is the prize on offer this
month. For information on the new Piatnik
cards visit www.gibsonsgames.co.uk
There are TWO categories in our competition: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate on the top left-hand corner
of the envelope, or in the e-mail subject line, the
category for which you are entering. The first
correct entry in each category out of a hat will win
the prize. The Editor’s decision is final.

West
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East

South
1®1
1NT
2™3

Pass
1™
Pass
Pass
2t2
Pass
Pass
3NT
All Pass
1
N/S are playing 5-card majors, better minor
2
Game-forcing checkback
3
Three hearts, may have four spades

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´4; (b) ™4; (c) t3;(d) ®5.

HHHHH

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR,
or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk
by 20th October 2014.
Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!

North

Hand 3
´ AK76
™ K742
t J
® Q J 10 4
West

North

Dble

All Pass

East

South
1t

Choose from: (a) ´A/´K; (b) ™2; (c) tJ; (d) ®Q. r
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Bridge Tips
Take Your Time at Trick One
WHEN you are declarer, your left-hand opponent
selects a lead and partner puts the dummy down
(hopefully representing at least close to what you
expected from the bidding!). I always thank partner
at this point, but some don’t – I suggest that you
always thank or never thank. Anyway, enough
lecturing on manners; perhaps I will save that for
another article. Bridge is a thinking game so at this
moment, you should take some time to consider the
whole deal. I suspect many of you have been in this
situation or similar.
As South towards the end of a close-fought teams
match you arrive in 3NT and West leads the three of
diamonds:

´
™
t
®

AK2
A8764
A6
10 8 7
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

983
5
KJ9
KQJ654

by David Gold

click
link

sign of a ninth. You try ducking the spade, winning
the spade return and ducking a heart but in the end
you lose three hearts, two spades and one club,
going two down – let’s hope this doesn’t cost the
match.
Let’s rewind all the way to trick one! Simply win
the ace of diamonds – forget the ‘greek gift’ of
running the diamond to hand. Now you can play
on clubs and have the king of diamonds entry
making five clubs, two diamonds, one heart and
two spades for ten tricks! (By the way, if clubs are
2-2 and the opponents fail to switch to hearts, you
can even try the diamond finesse for an eleventh
trick.)
This may all look simple but I have seen so
many players call for a card from dummy too
quickly at trick one, which very often means going
off because they don't want to miss out on a trick
at the earliest possible opportunity.
My advice is: whatever the contract, however
simple it appears, always take a bit of time at trick
one to consider any possible pitfalls. If there really
is nothing to think about, pause anyway to get
into the habit (and you may notice you will be
glad you stopped to think!). Bridge is a difficult
game and at trick one you can see twenty-seven
cards before you play from dummy – that is a lot
to think about.
Take your time at trick one!
r

You thank partner for dummy and call for a small
diamond. East produces the seven of diamonds and
you are pleased to win cheaply with your nine. It
seems natural to play clubs now, so you try a low
club to the ten, which holds. Next, another club to
the king and West shows out, pitching a diamond
after some thought, so you persevere with a third
round of clubs, East winning as West pitches
another diamond. Now East switches to a spade and
suddenly it dawns on you that it is going to take a
helicopter to reach your hand. You have two spades,
one heart, two diamonds and two clubs and might
make a long heart for an eighth trick but there is no
www.ebu.co.uk
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Prize Leads Quiz Answers
Answers to August Problems
click

by Alan Mould

much less needed. It is almost always right to lead
from a high card against a suit slam: you desperately
need to set up a trick and leading from the suit you
have a high card in needs less from partner. But
what do I know? At the table declarer had ™A-Q-x
opposite a singleton and ´A-x-x opposite two small.
(c) t7: 1 mark. This is a horrible lead! At best it will
achieve nothing. At worst it will carve up partner’s
diamond trick.
(d) A club: 3 marks. It is almost never right to lead
trumps against a suit slam bid to make (unless you
are sure ruffs will be important). At least this is
better than a diamond!

Hand 1
´ 9642
™ K8532
t 74
® 86

West

North

East

Pass
Pass
All pass

1t
5®

Pass
Pass

link

South
1®
3t
6®

Not a very scientific auction by the opponents. But
you still have to lead. Choose from: (a) a spade; (b)
™3; (c) t7; (d) a club.

HHHHHH

The opposition have given away no information so
you have to rely on general principles. With the
opponents having both minors and discards
coming potentially on the diamonds it is clear in my
view to lead a major. To beat this contract you either
need two tricks from the minors (in which case it
doesn’t matter what you lead) or a trick in the
minors and a major-suit trick. So which major
should you lead?
(a) A spade: 6 marks. This relies on partner having
a minor-suit trick and either the ace of spades (in
which case it won’t run away in time) or the ´K-Q.
It is therefore inferior in my view to:
(b) ™3: 10 marks. This needs partner to have a
minor-suit trick plus either the ™A or the ™Q. So,

Hand 2
´ 74
™ AQ43
t KJ4
® 10 9 8 7

West

North

East

South
1™

Pass

2™

All Pass

Pick your lead out of: (a) ´7; (b) a heart; (c) t4;(d)
®10.
(a) ´7: 10 marks. This is a curious auction. Partner
must have some values and is short in hearts and yet

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master: Malcolm Cloutt,
Princes Risborough

Open: Geoff Foster (again!),
Cheltenham

Sponsored by
18 English Bridge October 2014
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has not bid. It is possible therefore that declarer is
(say) 4-4 in the majors and this lead will not work
out well. For that reason at pairs I might go for the
safe ®10. Here though I cannot see much hope of
beating this unless my small trumps come into play
so I am going to play for ruffs.
(b) A heart: 5 marks. This is only necessary if
dummy is going to ruff things and do so quickly,
which is pretty unlikely.
(c) t4: 1 mark. In part-scores, particularly on the
opening lead, you should avoid giving away cheap
tricks. There is no reason at all for this lead, which is
round into the strong hand.
(d) ®10: 8 marks. Almost certainly safe and my
second choice. This could easily be a hand where the
job is to give nothing away and watch declarer go off
slowly.

WE NEED YOU
to help recruit schools for our

YOUNG BRIDGE
CHALLENGE
Saturday 28th February 2015
A FREE-ENTRY, one-day bridge event for
school-age players of all experience levels
played at Loughborough Grammar School

HHHHHH
Hand 3
´ 976
™ K742
t 75
® K J 10 4

West

North

East

Pass

5t

Dble

South
3t
All Pass

Whilst partner’s double is take-out, you do not
have anything like the shape to bid at the five level
so you have to hope this goes off. Now what do you
lead? Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™2; (c) a
diamond; (d) ®J.
(a) A spade: 7 marks. An attempt to lead through
dummy to partner’s presumed high cards. Not a bad
plan.
(b) ™2: 6 marks. Again an attempt to set up some
tricks. Again, not a bad plan but if there are tricks
there we can probably cash them later.
(c) A diamond: 10 marks. We have been here before.
While it is almost always wrong to lead trumps
against a slam, it is almost always right to lead
trumps against a sacrifice. You want to cut down
dummy’s ruffs. Even if partner has only one trump
(quite likely), your kings should allow you to get in
and lead another trump. These same kings will also
prevent partner being end-played as he should
always have safe cards to exit with.
www.ebu.co.uk

t Schools Cup for teams of four players all
from the same school. t Swiss Teams for
teams of four players from bridge clubs,
schools or mixed teams from more than one
school. t Minibridge Pairs for players of
school age who are just learning the game.
t Short pairs duplicate for accompanying
adults.

For further information call Simon
or Lisa at EBED ( 01296 317217

(d) ®J: 2 marks. I really don’t like this lead. It is
dangerous (sometimes dummy will have the ace
and declarer the queen and that is a trick gone) with
little upside – if you have club tricks you can cash
them later. Moreover, when partner doubles 5t he
must be prepared to hear you bid five of a major on
a suitable hand, but makes no such promises about
clubs, so partner’s club holding could be weak and
part of the bounce to 5t could be length in both
minors.
r

NEW QUIZ: PAGE 15
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Great Bridge Disasters

Understandings

by David Burn

click
link

WITH three boards remaining in this year’s European
Teams Championships in Croatia, no one knew who
was going to win. Monaco, pre-tournament favourites, held a narrow lead over Israel with England
third. England, who were playing Monaco, had a
chance to overtake them with a big victory – they were
4 IMPs ahead, which wasn’t enough. But a disaster
was about to strike, since Fantoni and Nunes for
Monaco were about to bid a lay-down slam:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer East.
´ A 10 8 7
™A86432
t Void
®982
Q92
´ 543
N
7
™K9
W
E
954
t K J 10 6 2
S
KJ6543
® Q 10 7
´ KJ6
™ Q J 10 5
tAQ873
®A

West
Robson

North
Fantoni

3®
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

3™
4NT
5t
5™
6t

East
Forrester
Pass
4®
Pass
Dble
Pass
Pass

South
Nunes
1t
4´
5®
Redble
6®
6´

One of the more amusing aspects of online viewing
is listening to the commentators making things up
on the assumption that the protagonists know their
own methods, so I will present the auction as it was
explained on BBO and as it was in reality.
East, Tony Forrester, passed. South, Claudio Nunes
20 English Bridge October 2014

opened 1t. This showed 14+ points, usually at least
five diamonds (some 4-4-4-1 shapes possible) and
was forcing for one round. The commentators all
knew this, and so did the players.
West, Andrew Robson, overcalled 3®. This showed
thirteen cards, some of which were clubs and not
many of which were high.
North, Fulvio Fantoni, bid 3™. This seemed a
natural thing to do, and everyone believed it was a
natural bid. Everyone, that is, except South (and
West, who was sharing a screen with South).
East bid 4®, primarily to take away a bid from
South, preventing him from bidding 4® himself if
that was what he wanted to do (as he very well
might, since only by doing so could he agree hearts
below the game level).
South bid 4´. This was confidently explained as a
control-bid agreeing hearts. What, one wondered,
would South be supposed to do if he had spades and
diamonds? But no other explanation seemed to fit
the South hand, so that was what most of the
commentators thought South was doing. In fact
South thought that North’s 3™ showed spades, so he
was supporting his partner’s suit.
North bid 4NT. Some time ago an Italian spotted
that his team had a habit of bidding slams missing
two aces, because they used an ‘up-the-line’ style of
bidding any kind of control and did not employ
Blackwood. So he invented a method called Turbo,
involving a 4NT bid that showed an even number of
key cards – bypassing 4NT showed an odd number.
This is what North was doing, and the erudite
commentators knew it. What they didn’t know was
that North thought South had spades (for 4´) so he
was bidding in support of what was in fact South’s
support for North’s non-suit.
South bid 5® and North bid 5t. These were oldfashioned control-bids and everyone knew it.
East doubled 5t to tell his partner not to lead a
diamond (in other words, to tell him that it was safe
to lead a club) but no one knew this – they all
assumed that East was doing something stupid
www.ebu.co.uk

Photo: Anna Gudge

which would help declarer place the cards. This gave
South a chance to redouble (first-round control)
and to prolong the agony.
North bid 5™ – not a sign-off in hearts but a
further control-bid for spades, but of course the
commentators thought North was attempting to
show that he didn’t have any more to say if hearts
were trumps. So South was roundly taken to task for
continuing with 6® – this made no sense as a grand
slam try if hearts were trumps, but plenty if spades
were. North bid 6t to confirm his void and South
finally signed off in 6´. Until now the bidding had
been almost as disastrous as the analysis, but the
final contract had some play. Robson led his heart
and Nunes put dummy’s ace on it, unblocking an
honour from his hand. He led a club to his ace and
exited with a high heart to Forrester’s king.
Forrester now had to work out
what his opponents were doing
playing in spades and not their
ten-card heart fit. Reaching the
right conclusion, he cleverly played a diamond, allowing declarer
to finesse the queen and establishing discards for both of dumTony Forrester my’s losing clubs. Now Nunes
could play either opponent for
three spades to the queen.
If Forrester had that holding he would have led a
club to trick four, leaving declarer with no play for
the slam. Doing that on the actual lie of the cards
would force Nunes to play West for three spades to
the queen and make the contract (ruffing with the
jack and drawing trumps by cashing ´K and playing
to the ten being the simplest line). So, Nunes ought
to have refused the apparent gift – but after much
thought he played a spade to the ace. Robson had a
trump trick, Monaco had a disaster, and Israel had a
gold medal.
r

CAPTION
COMPETITION

Some partner you are, I had to play
with the stand-in tonight!
THE winner of our August competition, with the
caption above, is Mrs M.E. van Rees, of Lindale,
Cumbria, who will receive a charming bridge mug
from our sponsors, Bridge and Golf Gifts Direct (see
page 42). Other excellent captions were: So this is
the new bridge mate you’ve been talking about?
(Nicky Sandom, Georgeham); Always check for
lurkers before handling a side suit! (Dave Robinson,
Sheffield); Sir, I think you’re vulnerable! (Ken Reynolds, Tonbridge); The last table was a sit-out, dear!
(Ms P. Bell, Alderley Edge); Fiona, there’s a chap here
says he’s from Narnia Bridge Club! (June Brown,
Hornchurch); and I say, are you the chap who
doubled me last night? (T.F. Longworth, Deva BC).
The cartoon for our new competition is below.
Please send your bridgy captions (multiple entries
accepted) to Caption Competition, English Bridge,
23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR or by e-mail to
elena@ebu.co.uk not later than 20th October 2014.
Don’t forget to include your full postal address!

Sponsored by Bridge &
Golf Gifts Direct
www.ebu.co.uk
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Traps for the Unwary

Raising Partner – Part I
RAISING partner seems like such a simple topic; it
is something that everyone learns early on and does
frequently, so why the need for an article about it?
The main issue associated with the task of raising
partner is that while people have some rough
numbers in mind when they bid, they rarely
appreciate why they are bidding to a certain level.
The first thing to bear in mind is what you expect
to be facing for a one-level opening bid. If you are
playing Acol, then assuming most 5-3-3-2 12-14
point hands are opened 1NT (and this is a contentious issue that divides teachers across the land),
that means for the majority of you a 1™ or 1´
opening will typically be a weak unbalanced hand
with a five-card (or longer) major, or a strong notrump type hand with more points and only a fourcard suit.
So how does this translate into what you should
bid? There are basically four types of raise you can
make when partner opens the bidding with one of a
major:
a)
b)
c)
d)

The weak raise (1™ – 2™).
The limit raise (1™ – 3™).
The shapely game raise 1™ – 4™).
The conventional game raise (1™ – 2NT/
3´/4®/4t).

Let’s start at the bottom by looking at the simple
raise first.

The Weak Raise: 1™ – 2™
Quite simply, a hand that raises one of a major to
two is any hand that thinks game might make if
partner has a maximum for a one-level opening.
Twenty years ago this meant a strict 6-9 high-card
points (HCP), passing on quite a few 4-5 counts
with support; if game was on, partner would have
opened a strong two. In the present enlightened
times, however, we no longer play strong twos,
which means we have to open up the lower limit of
22 English Bridge October 2014
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by Michael Byrne

link

our single raises to include poor shapely hands such
as these:

Hand 1
´7
™ K 10 8 4
t87432
®983

Hand 2
´ KJ7
™J874
t76
®9832

Hand 3
´ 10 8 7 4 3 2
™Q976
t32
®7

You may balk at bidding on such hands, preferring
to adopt a ‘wait and see’ strategy, but I can assure
you that (however badly your partner plays the
cards) you will record a number of embarrassing
+170s and +200s if you pass partner’s opening bid
of 1™ with such hands. Don’t forget that if partner
leaps to game over your weak raise he must have a
five-card suit: if his suit is only four-cards long (and
he thus has a balanced hand), his rebid will be 2NT
(17-18) which will give you a chance to sign off in
3™. If partner has a good balanced 19 HCP, he can
bid 3NT and you will convert to 4™ – your shape
should see you through in each case.
Note that raising on such hands is good bridge all
round – when partner is weak you will make the
auction much harder for your opponents!

The Limit Raise: 1™ – 3™
Now the limit raise – what exactly is this? In
simple terms, it shows a hand too strong for a 2™
response to an opening bid of 1™, but not wanting
to commit to game. Remember that while partner
will often be shapely, when you make a limit raise
you do so with the idea that you want to play in
game if opener has a 15-16 balanced hand, as this
sort of hand will always raise 3™ to 4™, and will
always pass a simple 2™ raise. So the point range
is nominally 10-11, with a ‘good nine’ thrown in
for good measure. All of hands 4-6 are suitable for
a limit raise:
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 4
´ A432
™ Q 10 7 6
tQJ8
®J8

Hand 5
´ KJ98
™ Q 10 7 6 4
tJ5
®Q3

Hand 6
´ Q87
™QJ43
tQJ7
®KJ8

Hand 4 is a run-of-the-mill balanced 10 count – not
a great hand but too strong for 2™.
Hand 5 has slightly fewer points, but the fifth
trump means it is too strong for a single raise.
Hand 6 is just about the worst 12-count I could
construct, with far too many queens and jacks. In
general I am in favour of raising partner to game
with most 12 counts, but with a 4-3-3-3 hand (a
‘gutless wonder’, as it is known) I am prepared to
invite partner to use his judgement.
Although this may seem an obvious point, just to
be crystal clear, a raise from 1 major to 3 major can
be passed. It is not a strong (nor forcing) bid, and you
should not be surprised if partner leaves you there.

You may find it a bit of a culture shock to start
rocketing the bidding to a high level on such
minimal values, but remember: the bid you are
making is pre-emptive, it denies holding a good
hand, and simply says that you are very keen to have
hearts as trumps.
A good expression to describe such hands is
‘weak freak’: hands that have massive trump support
(always at least five cards), a lot of outside shape (a
singleton and doubleton or a void) and minimal
defensive values. Partner can then judge to bid on if
the next hand makes a call.
Note that while these are each examples of
minimums, the maximum for such a bid won’t be
much more. Certainly you would never have more
than 9 points for a pre-emptive raise to game; there
are so many other bids available if you think you are
actually going to make game (as opposed to bidding
it for defensive reasons) and these are what I am
going to look at in depth in the next issue.
So now let’s review the dos and don’ts of raising
partner’s major:

The Shapely Game Raise
And finally the shapely game raise, from 1™ to 4™.
Whilst this is always a weak bid in terms of highcard points, it shows fair playing strength, while
promising nothing in defence. The purpose of the
bid is to buy the contract in your best fit and shut
the opponents out of the bidding. Note that there is
more merit in raising 1´ to 4´ than raising 1™ to
4™, as 4´ stops the opponents bidding game in the
other major, whereas 4™ does not. The hands below
are all suitable for a raise of 1™ to 4™:

Hand 7
´6
™K98542
tJ6
®9743

Hand 8
´ J9843
™ Q J 10 7 3
t Void
®943

Hand 9
´6
™J9643
tQ87542
® 10

Do:

•
•

Raise partner on weak hands, even those
lacking the magical 6 points, if you think
you have compensating shape and
support.
Remember that a raise from 1™ to 3™ (or
1´ to 3´) invites partner to game, it
doesn’t force him to bid.

Don’t:
Worry about holding a weak hand when
you raise 1™ to 4™ or 1´ to 4´; this is
exactly what the bid shows.
Stick rigidly to the point count on hands
that have support and shape. Singletons,
voids and good trump support cannot be
r
quantified so easily.

•
•

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English Bridge) take all reasonable
precautions to protect the interests of readers by ensuring as far as practicable that advertisements in the pages of English Bridge
are bona fide, the magazine and its publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any undertaking in respect of claims made by advertisers,
whether these advertisements are printed as part of the magazine, or are in the form of inserts. Legal remedies are available if
redress is sought, and readers who have complaints should address them to the advertiser or should consult a local Trading
Standards Office, or a Citizens Advice Bureau, or their own solicitors. Readers should note that prices advertised may not be
accurate due to currency exchange rate fluctuations, or tax changes.

www.ebu.co.uk
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Report

Summer Fun at Brighton
WHILE the weather was blowing a gale outside, the
players at the annual Brighton Summer Meeting
were treated to a storm whipped up by the dealing
machine – the nine days of competition saw some
cracking deals in all the main events.
As usual, the two main events took place over the
first and second weekends – the first being the Swiss
Pairs for the Harold Poster Cup, and the second
being the Swiss Teams, with the main final being
held for the Four Stars Trophy. As usual, both
competitions, as well as the midweek events, were
fiercely competitive and featured some exciting
finishes.

´
™
t
®

J 10 6 5
AJ95
AJ2
Q4

Dble
Pass
2´
All Pass
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´
™
t
®

West

Let’s take a look first of all at the Swiss Pairs, which
was eventually won by Mark Teltscher and Tom
Townsend, finishing two VPs clear of second placed
Mike Bell and Michael Byrne. They fought off
several challengers, and there were several changes
of leaders along the way, but they were consistently
in the top five almost from start to finish. This hand
from the first session on Friday night featured a nice
piece of declarer play from Mark Teltscher to bring
home his 3t contract:

by Simon Cope

Swiss Pairs Session 1, Board 14.
Love All. Dealer North.

The Swiss Pairs

Tom Townsend (left) and Mark Teltscher,
winners of the Harold Poster Cup

click

Q84
Q83
K 10 9 8 6 5
3
´
N
™
E
W
t
S
®
´ A9
™K72
tQ7
® A J 10 9 6 5

North
Teltscher
Pass
1t
2t
Pass

East
Pass
1´
Pass
Pass

K732
10 6 4
43
K872

South
Townsend
1®
2®
Pass
3t

Teltscher received the ™4 lead, which went to the jack
and his queen. He followed this by playing a spade to
the ace, and a spade off the dummy, which was
covered by the ´10. Teltscher found his first good
play, ducking this to leave West on lead. With nothing
better to do, West continued with a third spade,
which Teltscher ruffed in the dummy. Now he played
the ®A and ruffed a club back to hand, and played a
diamond to the queen and West’s ace (ducking would
have beaten the contract). West exited with a spade
(having been exhausted of clubs and not wanting to
play hearts around to dummy’s king), which declarer
ruffed. He next played the king of diamonds and
when the jack didn’t drop he exited with another
trump. So West was now endplayed to lead a heart
around to dummy’s king – nine tricks and a healthy
73% of the match-points. Congratulations to Mark
and Tom on a splendid victory.
www.ebu.co.uk

Midweek Events
Friday Afternoon PAB Teams, Board 5.
N/S Game. Dealer North.

As ever, the week in between the main tournaments
was packed with events, some of which – such as the
Senior Pairs and Teams and the Midweek Knockout
Teams – stretched over several sessions.

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

AK8432
94
K652
Q

Void
´ Void
N
A K Q J 10 5 2
™873
W
E
10 4
tA987
S
J 10 5 4
®AK8763
´ Q J 10 9 7 6 5
™6
tQJ3
®92

At our table, the auction proceeded as follows:
West
Cope

Alistair Kent, James Thrower, David Gold, Marusa
Basa and Kevin Castner (Tom Paske not in the
photo), winners of the Midweek Knockout Teams

The Point-A-Board (PAB) teams took place once
again on Friday afternoon. A fast, furious and
exciting form of the game, where all that matters is
to record a better score than your counterparts from
the opposition team, it offers something different to
the forms of the game which are played most frequently, namely match-pointed pairs and teams
(IMPs). There is an added emphasis on making as
many tricks as you can regardless of whether you
might endanger your contract in the process, and
the bidding is very hard-fought, with tight doubles
of opponents’ contracts being particularly lucrative.
The field was split into two sections, and the
winning teams were Basil Letts, John Atthey, Alex
Hydes, and Simon Cope (Blue Section) and John
Sansom, Paul Hackett, Brian Senior and David Burn
(Red Section).
There were several exciting hands, none more so
than this collection:
Full Brighton results including Brighton
Lite, Really Easy and Seniors events, photos,
articles and news can be found online
at the ‘Brighton Hub’
www.ebu.co.uk/brighton

www.ebu.co.uk

6™

North
O’Connor
1´
6´

East
Hydes
2®
Dble

South
Slater
5´
All Pass

My partner, Alex Hydes, was presented with a
horrible dilemma at his second turn to bid. Having
seen a gentle start to the auction of 1´ on his right,
he overcalled with 2®, but South, Tom Slater, found
the great pressure bid of 5´.
When you have such an enormous fit, it is usually
right to bid your hand once, and make the opponents guess. Slater reasoned that he would not sell
out to 5® (or indeed 5™) so he may as well jump
immediately to 5´ and take away all of our bidding
space.
This meant that I had no real alternative to
bidding 6™, and when North bid 6´, Alex Hydes
really didn’t have much of an idea of who was likely
to be making what! Had I bid 6™ to make, or had I
bid 6™ because I had an eight-card heart suit and
nothing else, and was trading on the favourable
vulnerability?
After several minutes of hard thought, he decided
to double, but this worked out terribly badly for us
– our counterparts next door bid all the way to 7™
and were allowed to play there undoubled and so we
lost the board. In a sense we were lucky, as both pairs
in our team had a poor result on the same deal. PAB
is such an exciting form of the game, and it is great to
see it now being played and enjoyed by many.
Last but not least, let’s move along to the main
teams event of the congress – the Four Stars Final.
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The Four Star Teams A Final

Tony Forrester, David Gold, Alexander Allfrey and
Andrew Robson, winners of the Four Star Teams
A Final

The two teams who went into the last round fighting
for the trophy featured five of the six members of our
bronze medal winning team from Croatia, a testament to the standard of competition. Allfrey (Alexander Allfrey, Andrew Robson, Tony Forrester and
David Gold) eventually emerged triumphant, a small
win in the last round coupled with Hackett losing
being enough to secure first place. This deal featured
careful play to bring home the game contract:

Four Star Final, Session 2, Board 26.
Game All. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

KJ62
952
10 5
K Q 10 4

W

´
™
t
®

Hellidon Lakes Golf & Spa Hotel, Northants

´
™
t
®

E
S

8
J763
QJ9832
96

A 10 9 3
A 10
A76
J873

West

North
Forrester

Pass
Pass

2®
4´
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BLUE POINT
BRIDGE HOLIDAY
3-7 November 2014

Q754
KQ84
K4
A52
N

After a weak no-trump and Stayman auction, Gold
became declarer in 4´, on the lead of the king of
clubs, which he ducked with East discouraging with
the ®9. West switched accurately to the ten of
diamonds, Gold rising with the king in the dummy
to play a spade to the ten (the technically correct
line in the suit but also keeping the East hand, which
was the danger hand, off lead). West won with the
jack and back came another diamond, which Gold
won in hand before ruffing his last diamond in the
dummy, with West pitching a heart. A low spade
from the dummy followed, and when East showed
out Gold suspected his left-hand opponent had
started with 4-3-2-4 shape, and he ducked the spade
to West. Upon winning the ´K, back came another
spade, which Gold won in the dummy with the
queen. He then played a heart to the ten (backing
his view about West’s shape, in essence playing East
for J-x-x-x in hearts), cashed the ace of spades
drawing West’s last trump, the ace of hearts from
hand and finally played a club to dummy’s ace to
cash the ™K-Q and recording +620 in the process –
a well played hand in the face of tight defence.
Congratulations to all the winners from this
year’s Summer meeting, and let’s hope that next
year brings more of the same, with plenty of great
bridge. Perhaps we will even be lucky enough to get
r
the added bonus of a little bit of sunshine!

East
Pass
Pass
All Pass

South
Gold
1NT
2´

Seven sessions of duplicate bridge starting on the
first evening after your welcome drink and
evening meal. Bridge will be played each
morning and evening leaving the afternoon free.
Afternoon seminars will also be offered.
The price, £299 per person, includes bridge
fees, dinner, bed and breakfast, based on two
people sharing a room (single supplement:
£14.99 per person). A ‘Host Service’ is provided.
Book with Bridge Overseas ( 0800 0346 246.

www.ebu.co.uk

Ask Gordon
Laws, Rules & Movements
by Gordon Rainsford
Email your questions to Gordon Rainsford at gordon@ebu.co.uk

click
link

Gordon, English Bridge and the EBU are not responsible if the information in the letters is incorrect or incomplete.

PAT RAMSAY asked: I hope you can help; we had
eight tables at our club last night so we played a
Hesitation Mitchell. I have now been asked how
arrow-switching only on the last round gives a
fair overall result. We normally have more
tables and play Mitchell movements.

Movements are often a compromise because we
don’t have the perfect numbers we would like. In
your case it seems your club likes to use a twowinner movement and play about 27 boards. This is
fine when you have 18 pairs but imperfect when you
have more, because you then have pairs who don’t
play everyone in the opposite line and no-one plays
all the boards. In extreme cases you might have 36
boards in play but no-one plays more than ¾ of
them and they all only play three-quarters of the
other line. Unless you do careful seeding of starting
places, this is bound to introduce inequalities in the
comparisons, but is regarded as acceptable for a
club night.
Similarly when you have fewer tables than
rounds you need to do something about it. One
possibility is to play four-board rounds and only
play seven rounds, but that suffers from the
problem mentioned above. The alternative is to
use the Hesitation Mitchell that you chose, and
this allows you to do exactly what you want except
that it produces a single winner. In common with
all Mitchell movements used to determine a single
winner, using an arrow-switch for about 1/8 of the
boards maximises the amount of competition
between pairs and therefore produces the fairest
result available under the circumstances.
The answer to your question is therefore that this
is not completely fair, but is fairer than having the
same movement with no arrow-switch, and the
www.ebu.co.uk

alternative (playing seven rounds of an 8x4
Mitchell) would not be completely fair either.
Ultimately it comes down to what your members
like. Some clubs like two-winner movements, others
prefer a single winner.

IAN MURRAY-WATSON writes: Defending a contract of 3´, my partner led my suit (clubs) from
what was obviously a singleton or doubleton,
taken by declarer. At the next trick I came in
with the ace of trumps, cashed my winner in
my suit and led a third one for partner to ruff.
Only it didn’t happen like that. Partner
discarded on my winner, then found an extra
club on the third round, so not only revoked
but was unable to ruff. As a result, declarer
benefited by one trick and made her contract,
which would otherwise have gone one down.
After the director was called, she was then
awarded another trick for the revoke, making
her contract plus one
Is there a ruling on this, where declarer
(rather than the defence) gained from the
revoke? The director is as interested as myself
and others in hearing the answer.

There is no limit to the extent to which the nonoffending side is allowed to gain from a revoke: I
once had a partner who cut himself off from a
running suit in dummy and (under the older, more
punitive laws) thereby effectively lost six tricks once
the penalty had been assessed! The important thing
is that the non-offending side should not be in a
worse position after the revoke – they may or may
not be in a better position.
Continued on next page 
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17 – 19 October 2014

70th AUTUMN
CONGRESS

Greenpointed

Holiday Inn – Peterborough PE3 6SG

t First event in the new
Championship Series

NEW
VENUE

t New format for this year: qualifying Swiss

ANDREW BISSON asks: In an uncontested
auction are the following bidding sequences
alertable if opener doesn’t have 15+ HCP?
1™ – 2 minor – 2´, or 1t – 2® – 2 major.
I play that opener’s rebid is not necessarily a
reverse but is forcing for one round as partner
should have 10+ HCP. On the first example
opener may have a four-loser hand and only 12
HCP, i.e. ´ AKxxx ™ KQxxxx t x ® x.
I think 2´ is the best bid but is it alertable?

Pairs on Friday scored by match-points;
Two Star Pairs Finals on Saturday
t Really Easy Afternoon on Friday for less
experienced players, with Blue Point awards
t One-day Swiss Pairs available on Saturday;
entries also accepted for Friday sessions only
t Multiple teams event on Sundays

Entries / enquiries to EBU Comps Dept

( 01296 317203 or 01296 317219
or book online at www.ebu.co.uk
EBU Accommodation Booking Service

( 0800 0346 246
31 October – 2 November 2014

SENIORS CONGRESS

NEW
VENUE

Holiday Inn – Birmingham Airport
To be eligible,
you must have been born in 1954 or before

Championship Pairs
Swiss Pairs Championship
Swiss Teams Championship

Green-

( 01296 317203 or 01296 317219
or book online at www.ebu.co.uk
EBU Accommodation Booking Service
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TONY RUSS writes: Please would you clarify for
me if a player has the right to insist that only
one board be on the table? We use the normal
duplimate boards which stack neatly and it is
normal to have two together on the table. However, we have one player who insists on there
only being one. Is she within her rights to insist?

pointed

Entries / enquiries to EBU Comps Dept

( 0800 0346 246

First of all a bit of terminology: the sequences you
give are reverses, whether or not you play them as
showing extra values. I think you would find many
players would bid your example hand as you suggest,
continuing with 3´ if necessary and expecting it to be
forcing. This is really more a matter of hand evaluation than an unusual agreement.
When it comes to the more general question, our
regulations only tell us to alert natural bids if they
have a potentially unexpected meaning. I know that
traditionally in Acol such a bid was not forcing to
game, so I don’t think it is sufficiently unusual to be
alertable. However, I do think it should be indicated
on the front of your convention card and disclosed
in reply to any relevant questions.
The problem with making such calls alertable is
that most players who bid this way (although clearly
not you) do so through inexperience and are not
aware that what they do is unusual in any way. As a
result, they are never going to be in a position to
alert these sequences.

Although most players get by without this becoming a source of disagreement, when there are differences about it I think that the wording of Law 7
below suggests that only one board is supposed to
be on the table at a time: ‘When a board is to be
played it is placed in the centre of the table until play
is completed.’
r
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Teach Your Grandchild Bridge

Starter Trump Whist
YOUR little ones should now be able to sort into
suits, and hold comfortably, seven cards or more.
But for this, their very first introduction to Starter
Trump Whist, we are starting off with no more than
seven cards being held by each player as we
introduce them to a ‘trump trick’ based winning
game, identifying the ‘special powers’ of a trump
suit. With only seven cards each, a short, sharp,
quick, pacey action game should take place.

Game No. 3
Suggested age: 7+ years.
Name of Game: Starter Trump Whist.

by Liz Dale

The player to the left of the dealer plays a card
from hand. It may or may not be a trump. All
players must follow suit if possible, and as in
Starter Whist, the highest card played captures
the trick. If, however, a player cannot follow suit,
but has a card in the trump suit, and he plays it,
this card wins the trick. So, for example, a player
may not be able to follow suit, but can win the
trick with a small trump! E.g. if clubs is the
designated trump suit, then the two of clubs can
capture the king of spades if the player playing
the club has no spades left (this concept may
need explaining several times!)
The winner is the player winning the most
tricks. Three games to be played and scores
recorded. i.e. 2-1, 1-2, etc.

Time: 8 – 10 minutes for one game.
No. of players: Minimum two.
Equipment: One pack of playing cards; one table; a
chair for each player; pen/pencil and paper for
recording the score.
Aim of the Game: Each player is trying to win the
trick by playing the highest card in the suit led
and if not able to follow suit will try to win the
trick with a trump card.
Introducing a trump suit: A trump suit is designated by the dealer picking a card at random
from the pack before dealing the seven cards to
each player. That card is then placed face
upwards on the table for everyone to see, so
that all players know exactly which suit has the
‘special powers’. All the other cards are set aside
– they will not be needed again for this game.
All players pick up their seven cards and
arrange them in suit order but alternating
colours (black, red, black, red), noting
particularly their cards in the trump suit.
However, it may be that they have no cards in
the designated trump suit.
www.ebu.co.uk

Variations: Replace seven cards with the number of
cards the young person can comfortably hold,
(seven through to thirteen). As before, three
games to be played and scores recorded.
There is real value in teaching young players the
‘special power’ of trumps. Before moving on to the
next step you have to be convinced that your little
ones are ready to move on. Otherwise just keep
playing Starter Whist, without designated click
trumps (see article in the last issue), and link
Starter Trump Whist practice sessions in ten
minute slots over several weeks. Only when you are
sure they are ready for the next step will it be right
for you to introduce it.
r

Wendy & David Lewis
Congratulations on your
50th Wedding Anniversary
on 10th October 2014.
Sorry we can’t be with you,
all our love
Caroline & Bry xxx
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Bidding Systems

Five-card Majors Part V
HAVING started discussing the importance of the
1™/1´ openers, it is vital to understand fully how to
respond to them.
In the last issue I looked at using the Level of the
Fit, allied with the use of Bergen Raises and Jacoby
2NT. (Remember these are optional approaches,
you can use a much more natural style if you feel
more comfortable.)

Firstly: a) no Jacoby 2NT; b) no Bergen Raises!
With a fit for partner’s major I recommend that a
jump in a new suit is a ‘fit-showing jump’ click
(see June 2013, pages 44-45), so with Hand A:
link

You
Pass
3t

Opener
1™

This bid shows nice diamonds (usually at least five
cards) and a primary heart
fit (four cards in length at
least). This replaces Bergen
Raises as a passed hand.
Similarly you cannot have 13+ high-card points
(HCP) and a fit, so 2NT is no longer needed as
Jacoby. I recommend it shows a good four-card raise
(as it would after an opponent’s take-out double),
i.e. four-card support and 10+ HCP approx.

NEIL ROSEN’S FIVE-CARD
MAJORS SERIES
Read the rest of Neil’s article online, on
pages 66-73, and test yourself on

click

this month’s exercises on Respond-

link

ing to an Opening of 1™/1´ and
Opening and Responding to a Strong 1NT.
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link

Drury
Many people now use this convention, which originally hailed from the US. The idea is that as a
passed hand you split the range of raising the major
to the two level, as follows:
After a 1™/1´ opening, a raise to 2™/2´ shows
5-8 HCP, usually three-card support, or four
cards with a very stodgy hand.
After a 1™/1´ opening, a bid of 2® is artificial and
shows a good 9+ HCP and three-card support.

•
•

Responding to 1™/1´ as a Passed Hand

Hand A
´ 43
™ AJ85
t K J 10 5 2
®65

click

by Neil Rosen

Continuations after 1™/1´ – 2®
The idea is that the opener simply rebids his suit at
the two level with a minimum/sub-minimum
opening bid. Any other bid is natural-ish and
suggests that there is a possibility of game facing a
passed partner. Opener can bid 2t sometimes
without a real diamond suit simply to say his hand
is better than minimum without a clear-cut
alternative bid. For example, say you hold Hand B:
You
Hand B
´ AQJ62
™ K74
tA75
®65

1´
2t

Partner
Pass
2®

Here 2t just signifies a
better than minimum hand.
Most people play that a
jump to 3t instead would
be a splinter bid.
Much debate raged in this country as to the
ethical legality of this convention when it was first
introduced, since it was sometimes used to control
and moderate a possible psychic third-in-hand
action by partner. Fortunately common sense has
prevailed and the convention is now permitted –
which sensibly enhances the bidding methods by
giving more definition. It allows a simple raise to be
5-8 only, allowing much better judgement as to
when to make game-tries opposite.
r
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EBU News
YOUNG PLAYERS OF THE YEAR
2013
by Michael Byrne

In international events he
started by playing in the Junior
Camrose and has played four
times in the winning team,
setting a record score on the
last occasion. In the 2013 European Championships he and
his partner played every board
and were the top English pair
by some margin. It was the
same story in the Junior White
House teams tournament
where the team narrowly
missed out on the knock-out
stages. In the Paris tournament
held in the Autumn he was in
the English team that won the
point-a board event – a rare
victory for an English team!
Graeme now lives in north
London where he works as a
computer programmer. In addition to supporting EBU
events around the country, he
enjoys being part of a local
quiz team, the ‘Bad News
Bears’, that regularly wins their
Tuesday night quiz league.
www.ebu.co.uk

Shivam Shah has been playing bridge for a very long
time, and his experience and
confidence can be seen at the
table where his natural ability
makes the game look so easy.

Photo: Peter Hasenson

Photo: Dawn Mertens

Graeme Robertson has just
turned 25 and completed his
last full year as a junior.

CALENDAR

OF EVENTS

n OCTOBER 2014
3-5

West of England Congress
Weston-super-Mare
4-5
Great Northern Swiss Pairs, Leeds
4-5
Felixstowe Congress
6-10
British Autumn Sim Pairs, Clubs
8-14
Overseas Congress
Becici, Budva, Montenegro
10-25
World Bridge Series,
Sanya, China
17-19
Autumn Congress
(see advert on page 28)
24-26
Wroxton Really Easy Weekend
Wroxton House, nr Banbury
25-26
Kent Congress, Tunbridge Wells
25-26
Lancashire Congress
Bolton/Blackburn
25-26
Malvern Congress, Worcester
29
Board meeting
31-2 Nov Seniors Congress
(see advert on page 28)

n NOVEMBER 2014
3-7
5
7
7-9

In 2013 his huge number of
good results was achieved
with several different partners. In international events
he was on the Junior Camrose
team that set the record score
and he played a key role in the
tough European Championships. His high point was
winning the Channel Trophy
in December in Belgium.
Four of the six players were
making their debut and
England were not expected to
be amongst the favourites. In
the event they won their first
five matches and were almost
impossible to catch.
Among his national successes were reaching the later
stages of the Spring Foursomes and the final of the
Tollemache
Shivam now lives in the
North East of England where
he is working as an accountant.

7-9
10-13
22-23
26
29-30

EBU Blue Point Bridge Holiday
(see advert on page 26)
Lords v Commons,
House of Lords
Children in Need Sim Pairs
(provisional), Clubs
Premier League 3rd weekend
Solihulll
North East BA Congress
Gateshead Metrocentre
Children in Need Sim Pairs
(provisional), Clubs
Tollemache Cup Qualifier
Holiday Inn, Birmingham
Airport (new venue)
AGM Shareholders Meeting
Imperial Hotel, London
Middlesex Congress, Barnet

n DECEMBER 2014
11-17
13-14
14
19-21
27-30
28-30

Sport Accord Mind Games
Beijing
Gold Cup Finals, WMBC, Solihull
Torquay BC Swiss Pairs
Seniors Trials for Teltscher Trophy
WMBC, Solihull
Year End Congress, London
Northern Year End Congress,
Dunkenhalgh Hotel & Spa,
Clayton-le-Moors, Lancs.

n JANUARY 2015
5-9
9-11
9-11
10-11
17-18
23-25

British Winter Sim Pairs, Clubs
Midland Counties Congress
WMBC, Solihulll
Camrose Trophy, Scotland
Manchester Congress
Victoria & Albert Hall
National Teams Congress
(see advert on page 43)
Lady Milne Trials
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EBU News
EBU QUARTERLY
NOW ONLINE
The full back catalogue of EBU
Quarterly is now available at
www.ebu.co.uk/englishbridge.
The magazine ran from April
1966 to June 1984, with four
issues per year (as the name
would suggest). It is part of the
online archive of magazines,
which includes English Bridge
from 2007, and Contract Bridge
Journal from 1946 to 1955.

REALLY EASY
AFTERNOONS

At the Autumn Congress in
Peterborough we will hold
another Really Easy Afternoon. It
will take place on Friday 17th
October, and we hope that you
will join us, or encourage your
friends and relatives to take part.
The event will also be held
concurrently at Richmond Bridge
Club and Bradford Bridge Club,
and it will be scored across the
three venues.
The event is intended as an
introduction to ‘congress bridge’
for those who may have recently
learned how to play, or have yet
to take the next step in the
development of their game. It is
open to pairs and individuals,
and to EBU members and nonmembers alike.
Of course for more experienced players there is the main
congress, held at the same venue
from Friday 17th to Sunday 19th
October (details on page 28).
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CLUB INFO
The EBU is pleased to announce
that it has worked with the
Charity Commission to develop
an approved governing document and support materials for
bridge clubs applying to register
as charities. We hope that this
work with the Charity Commission will be of great benefit to
those clubs who are interested in
pursuing charitable status.
Bridge clubs can be registered as
charities following the Charities
Act 2006 which recognised that it
is ‘charitable to advance amateur
sports or games, which promote
health by involving physical or
mental skill or exertion’. Once a
club has received charitable status,
it will find it easier to apply to
schemes run by public, grantmaking trusts and local government, as well as gaining tax relief
on some of its activities.
The documents and materials
for clubs applying to register as
charities are available once a club
has logged-in to the Members’
Area of the website. Further info
from our Club Liaison Officer,
Andrew Urbanski, by emailing
andrew@ebu.co.uk or calling
01296 317206.

CROCKFORDS
The Crockfords Cup has been
won by the team of Jason and
Justin Hackett, David Mossop,
David Price and Colin Simpson.
In the Plate competition final,
which took place alongside the
Cup final, the winners were Tom
Gisborne, Mike Pomfrey, Arthur
Hughes and Richard Pike.

ORAM TEAM
WINS SENIOR
KNOCK-OUT

The Gerard Faulkner Salver, the
Seniors Knockout Teams competition, has been won this year by
the team of Alan Kay, Derek
Oram (captain), Celia Oram and
Jeremy Dhondy (pictured above,
left to right). They won a closelycontested final against Victor
Silverstone, Gerald Haase, Tony
Waterlow and Ian Panto. The
match was played over six eightboard rounds, and only one set
saw a double-figure gain for
either team. The second set was
crucial as the Oram team picked
up 38 IMPs in that round, and
eventually won by 39 IMPs.

Please help us to help
you by ensuring your
contact details,
including your email
address, are up to date.
Visit the Members’ area
at www.ebu.co.uk
and use the
‘My Details’ tab,
or contact us on
( 01296 317200.

www.ebu.co.uk

Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

October 2014
WEST HANDS

October 2014
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. E/W Game
Dealer North
(Mullamphy)
* North opens 3™
2. Game All
Dealer East
(Nickell)
3. Game All
Dealer East
(Weinstein)

´
™
t
®

Q 10 6 5 2
AK4
8
AQJ7

1. E/W Game
Dealer North

´
™
t
®

QJ96
A 10 7
A
A Q 10 7 5

2. Game All
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

K7
KJ4
AJ53
AKJ3

3. Game All
Dealer East

A86
A J 10 7 4 3
10 9
10 4

4. Game All
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

Q9862
J9
KJ4
A Q 10

5. N/S Game
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

Q
973
AK86
AK954

6. N/S Game
Dealer West

´
™
t
(Owen)
®
* North overcalls 5®

4. Game All
Dealer East

5. N/S Game
Dealer East
(Priday)
6. N/S Game
Dealer West
(Birman)

(Klinger)
* North opens 3™

(Katz)

(Levin)

´
™
t
®

A
10 8
A K 10 6 4
K 10 5 4 2

´
™
t
®

K843
K82
K82
962

´
™
t
®

QJ62
AQ
K96
8765

´
™
t
(Senior)
®
* North overcalls 5®

(Teltscher)

(Padon)

K Q 10 9
KQ9852
53
7

´
™
t
®

AK5
AQ76
A 10 9 5 2
7

´
™
t
®

J87
AKQ52
10
QJ76
click

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 37-39

link

$

click

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 37-39

link

NEW

EBU SHOP

EBU SHOP

EBU Notepad

2014-2015
Members Diary

Handy A6 notepad with approx.
50 sheets of paper. Choice of lined or
plain paper.

£2.50 each

EBU Suit Pen

Silver coloured pens. Available in
suede pouch or plastic box
(please specify which).

EBU Members Diary and Handbook

£3.49 each

£2.50 each

( 01296 397851 / 317200

E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk

No further discounts.
Prices do not include p&p, but include VAT.

No further discounts.
Prices do not include p&p, but include VAT.

Offers end 31st October 2014.

Offers end 31st October 2014.

$

( 01296 397851 / 317200

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
PEEKS & FINESSES
WITH reference to Simon
Cochemé’s August article, from a
George Coffin book if I recollect
correctly:
‘Stretch your neck, avoid the guesses
One peek is worth two finesses!’

Rodney Lighton, Manchester
Simon has asked me to thank all
those who sent in comments and
contributions to his collections of
‘Sayings’. In particular, Wolf Klewe,
from Hampshire, who sent in the
following excerpt from ‘Confessions
of a Bridge Shark’, published in The
Pittsburgh Press, 14th June 1931:
‘Not mine to play for joy and fun
Along with dubs and hicks!
I’m out for blood, and when I’m done
I’ve garnered all the tricks.
I’m angry when I don’t go game
And shear opponent lambs.
And someone else must take the
blame
When I don’t gather slams.
I can recite just what’s been played
Without the slightest doubt
I know of every club, heart, spade
And diamond that’s out.
You think my game is simply grand?
Here’s what a shark confesses:
A peek into opponent’s hand
Is worth just two finesses.’

GUESSES
FACED with a two-way finesse
when missing a queen there will
often be inferences from the bidding or play to guide declarer’s
decision but that is not always
the case.
A player of my acquaintance
www.ebu.co.uk

Send your letters to the editor,
Elena Jeronimidis, 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR, or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk
(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

habitually tabled the jack or ten
in apparent preparation for an
immediate finesse, then paused
before deciding whether to let it
run or finesse against the righthand opponent. When chal lenged, he told me that he liked
to ‘feel the vibes’. In other words,
he created a situation where he
was more likely to be able to
detect body language clues as to
who held the missing lady.
He was not the first and will
not be the last to play this way
but, in my view, he had no legitimate way of guessing better
after he had seen one more spot
card. He should have decided
how to play before he led to the
trick. If this half-trick pause is
not contrary to some law or
regulation, then it should be.
Simon Cochemé’s entertaining
article in the June English Bridge
has given us a wide choice of
methods for guessing which way
to take this finesse. You will not
guess better (or worse) but you
will certainly guess more quickly
and the world will then be a
slightly better place.
Bob Dowdeswell, Reading

TEACH YOUR GRANDCHILD
BRIDGE
I WAS surprised that Liz Dale, in
her June article about playing card
games with children, thought that
four-year olds might be confused
by the picture cards. I clearly
remember playing Beat Your
Neighbours Out-of-Doors (aka
Strip Jack Naked) before I went to
school and have played it successfully with my grandchildren.

Small children quickly learn
that it’s 4 for an ace, 3 for a king,
2 for a queen, and 1 for a jack,
which is very useful knowledge
for prospective bridge players!
Elspeth Allcock, Clayton
Any more ideas for pre-bridge
games welcome! I tried teaching
my son (three degrees, aged 42)
but it was hopeless, so hope to
have more success with my granddaughter.
Lynda Mitchell, by email

THE PRICE OF PC
VERY brave of you to publish
Terry Jacob’s letter (August
issue), and for Jeremy Dhondy to
respond.
However, I have no doubt that
Mr Jacobs could easily answer his
own question, and that Jeremy
could have been more specific in
his reasoning as to the possible
selection of women in an Open
team.
Suppose it had been agreed by
the EBU that the Open team in
the recent Europeans should
comprise three men and three
women. No one could argue the
point about discrimination – dignified and fair. But that would
come at a price: Forrester –
Robson, Hackett – Hackett and/
or Gold – Bahkshi.
A pair and a half would have to
be rejected, to be replaced by the
best three of our women players.
Assuming there are three quality
women to fill the gap, and
another three to join the
Women’s team, I can’t see that
this would enhance England’s 
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LETTERS CONTINUED
chances in its medal quest.
I certainly feel that, regardless
of moral fairness, the current
arrangements are more likely to
bring about results in line with
expectation. You can’t do better
than that.
Howard Cohen, London

WORTHY OF NOTICE
WITH reference to Jeremy
Dhondy’s reply to Terry Jacobs’s
letter in the August edition of
English Bridge, two points are
worthy of notice:
1. Whilst Jeremy is of course
correct to say that other
bodies determine the categories of competition, the
question arises as to why EBU
members’ money should be
used to fund participation in
events that are blatantly
discriminatory. And allowing
women to compete for
selection in both open and
women’s events discriminates
against male members.
2. Only two women (not three)
have represented Great Britain in Open European and
World events (Mrs Sefi in
1932 and Mrs Fleming in
1953) and I very much
doubt whether the 1932
team could be regarded as
representative.
Richard Fleet, Sidmouth
Jeremy Dhondy replies: Richard is
right that the correct number is
two. Sorry for the error. I wonder
why, if Richard feels so strongly
about Women’s teams, he accepted
posts as NPC and Coach of various
Women’s teams (Lady Milne 1985,
1986, 1989,1990, Olympiad Coach
1988).
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MALE SUPERIORITY
WITH reference to Terry Jacobs’s
letter in your August issue, books
have been written saying that
women are better bridge players
than men and vice versa but
results, not opinions or master
points, are a more reliable guide.
I consulted the British Bridge
Almanack which showed that no
female team has ever won the
Gold Cup, Crockfords, Spring
Foursomes or the Pachabo.
There have been a few winning
teams in the above list that
contained one or more women,
but usually an all-male team won
it. In major pairs events, women
have fared better: for example,
Alison Rycroft – Sally Eggett won
the National Pairs in 1974 and
Sally Brock – Sandra Landy won
the Grandmasters Pairs in 1984.
It is absurd to say that men are
mentally superior to women.
Women are better in some ways,
men in others including it seems,
based on results, at bridge.
Bob Rowlands, London

EDIFICATION
IT was pleasing to see our Seniors
at the top of the ‘podium’ on your
August cover. It was also edifying
that all the players in the photos
were properly dressed – not a pair
of jeans or a vest in sight!
George Jarvis, Birmingham

LEADING TRUMPS
IT is an interesting coincidence
that in both the first two articles
in the English Bridge August issue
(by Andrew Robson and David
Bird) declarer’s plans would have
been ruined by a trump lead
(followed if necessary by another
trump when the defence was next
in.) This is so often the case, but

many players never lead a trump.
If the opponents have bid
strongly to game in their suit and
I have two or three weak trumps
(i.e. there is no bad trump
break), then I may well try a
trump lead. The main reason not
to lead a trump is to get your
good suit established, and stop
declarer throwing away losers in
that suit on another long suit.
Unless this looks likely, a trump
lead is worth a go.
In Andrew Robson’s example,
the defender on lead should have
realised declarer was not going to
run any suit as he had K-Q,
K-J-10, and K-J in the three suits
outside trumps. Repeated trump
leads would have restricted declarer to ten tricks instead of
twelve.
Nigel Flynn, West Sussex

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
THIS board from the Multiple
Teams at the EBU Summer Congress at Scarborough was interesting as Deep Finesse revealed that
both East and West can make
eleven tricks against best defence
in all five denominations, something I have never seen before:
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

10 8 4 3
Q 10 8
83
10 8 5 4

N
AQ
W
E
S
5
A K 10 9 6 5 4 2
K9
´ 752
™ A762
t QJ7
® J32

´
™
t
®

KJ96
KJ943
Void
AQ76

It is easy to see how both 5NT
and 5t make, but interesting to
work out how to make, against
various leads, 5™ and 5´, and
then 5®!
Barrie Partridge, Derbyshire r
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Bidding Quiz

Beat Today’s Experts

by David Bird
click

Answers to Problems on Page 33
1. E/W Game. Dealer North.
´
™
t
®

Q 10 6 5 2
AK4
8
AQJ7

West
North
Mullamphy Harris
3™
5™
Pass
7®

´
™
t
®

N
W E
S

East
Klinger
4NT
5´

A
10 8
A K 10 6 4
K 10 5 4 2
South
Travis
Pass
Pass

link

THE deal comes from the final of the Australian National
Open Teams in Adelaide. Both Norths opened a fullblooded 3™ on:
´ 8 7 ™ Q J 7 5 3 2 t J 9 3 2 ® 9.
Ron Klinger showed both his suits with an Unusual 4NT
overcall and Matt Mullamphy was then happy to play in a
slam. He showed his strength with 5™ and heard 5´,
promising the ´A. The responsibility for deciding the level
was then his. With his fantastic clubs, facing a partner who
had bid so high at unfavourable vulnerability, he was
confident to leap all the way to 7®. Excellent!
At the other table, Barbara Travis (East) preferred to
overcall 4t. Her partner, Candice Ginsberg, tried 4´ and
then passed the 5® rebid. Despite the unhelpful singleton
diamond, she was surely worth 6®. It was 17 IMPs away.
n Awards: 7® (10), 6® (7), 3™ doubled (5), games (4).

2. Game All. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®

QJ96
A 10 7
A
A Q 10 7 5
West
Nickell
1®
3´

N
W E
S

´
™
t
®
East
Katz
Pass
1´
4´

K843
K82
K82
962

This deal is from a semi-final of the 2014 US Bermuda Bowl
trials. What should West rebid after 1® – 1´? The choice is
between 3t (splinter), 3´ and 4´. It is not attractive to
splinter on a singleton ace because partner will devalue any
king-high holding. Nick Nickell chose 3´, a slight underbid,
and there was then no reason for them to get too high. As I
see it, East should pass a rebid of 4´ too. Eleven tricks were
made.
The auction at the other table was almost too horrible to
relate. Lew Stansby opened a strong 1® as West. Bart
Bramley responded 1™ and Stansby raised to 4™, going one
down. Apparently 1™ normally shows 8-11 and a fairly
balanced hand, but it switched to ‘positive with a five-card
heart suit’ for a passed hand. What a risky method to play!
Incredibly this pair had a further disagreement later in the
match as to whether 1® – 2® showed clubs or diamonds
with the responder. They reached 7® doubled, seven down,
and lost 21 IMPs on the board. It really is hopeless not to
know your system. Play something simpler!
n Awards: 4´ (10), 5´ (8), 5® (6), 6´ (3), 4™ (0).

www.ebu.co.uk
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3. Game All. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

K7
KJ4
AJ53
AKJ3

A983
8763
Q 10 8 4
9
´
™
t
®

N
W E
S

´
™
t
®
West
Weinstein
2®
4t
4´

QJ62
AQ
K96
8765

10 5 4
10 9 5 2
72
Q 10 4 2
East
Levin
1®
3®
4™
5®

n Awards: 4NT/3NT (10), 5® (7), 6® (6), 6NT (3).

4. Game All. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

A86
A J 10 7 4 3
10 9
10 4
´
™
t
®

West
Owen

North
Shields

4™

5®

73
Void
AK72
KQJ9863
´ K Q 10 9
N
™ KQ9852
W E
t 53
S
® 7
J542
6
QJ864
A52
East
Senior
1™
5™

Many top players nowadays open on balanced 11-counts. Is
it possible to keep out of a bad slam when responder holds
20 points opposite 11 or 12 points? Yes!
The deal comes from the final of the US Open Trials.
Steve Weinstein’s 2® is forcing, an inverted-minor raise.
East’s 3® in their methods is a sign-off. West now bids 4t,
the space-saving Kickback key-card Blackwood. 4™, using
1430 responses, shows one key-card. There is still space for
West to ask for the trump queen! 5® denies this card and
the partnership comes safely to rest.
Bobby Levin won the heart lead, crossed to the ®A,
returned to a heart and finessed the ®J successfully. After
clearing the spades, he claimed the contract. He would
discard a diamond on the third heart and ruff a spade in
dummy, losing just a trump trick.
At the other table Kevin Bathurst (East) opened 1t and
went two down in 6NT.

South
Jourdain
Pass

England face Wales in the Teltscher Trophy (Seniors
Camrose). East has a clear 1™ opening bid, even if you use
6-10 as the range for 2™.
West then has a choice between bidding 4™ or a Jacoby
2NT (to show at least a sound game raise in hearts). Unless
you play a strong 1® system, which limits the strength of
1™, many would rate the West hand as too strong for 4™.
Clive Owen chose a direct jump to game and Patrick
Shields entered with 5®. What should Brian Senior do now?
He held very little defence and judged well to bid 5™.
Patrick Jourdain led the ®A and Shields followed with the
®J. Reading this is as suit preference, Jourdain switched to a
spade. Away went one of the diamond losers and England
scored +650.
At the other table the Wales West responded 2NT. David
Kendrick (North) bid 5®; after two passes, West doubled.
That was another +950 (after a heart lead) and 17 IMPs.
n Awards: 5™ (10), 5® by North (5), 5® by North, doubled
(3).

ENGLISH SUCCESS IN SWEDEN
ThE England team has won the Chairman's Cup – the biggest and
most prestigious tournament held in Sweden. Run annually by the
Swedish Bridge Federation over six days, it saw 162 teams take part,
including ones from Thailand, Indonesia, Denmark, Norway, the USA
and Ireland. The team of David Kendrick, Michael Byrne, Mike Bell and
Paul Lamford (left to right in the picture) won the final emphatically,
their opponents conceding with a quarter of the match still to play.
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5. N/S Game. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®

Q9862
J9
KJ4
A Q 10

´
™
t
®

N
W E
S

West
Priday

AK5
AQ76
A 10 9 5 2
7

East
Teltscher
1t
2™
3´
6´

1´
3®
4t

It was marvellous to see two 91-year-olds representing
Great Britain in the Teltscher Trophy. Tony Priday was a top
international half a century ago, when I was learning the
game. He partnered Claude Rodrigue, winning almost
everything that could be won. Bernard Teltscher has given
so much to the game, sponsoring the Lederer for many
years and giving his name to the Senior Camrose.
Facing Scotland, Teltscher showed a good hand by
reversing and Priday bid the fourth suit. Teltscher showed
his spade fit and Priday supported diamonds. Seeing that it
might be possible to discard diamond losers on the hearts,
Teltscher bid the slam in spades. Priday ran the ™10 lead to
South’s king. He could then discard a diamond and a club
on the hearts, ruffing the other club loser.
n Awards: 6´ (10), 6t (8), games (6), grands (4).

6. N/S Game. Dealer West.
´
™
t
®

Q
973
AK86
AK954

West
Birman
1NT
2™
4®
4NT
6®

North
Pass
Pass
Pass
Dble

N
W E
S

East
Padon
2t
3®
4™
5®

´
™
t
®

J87
AKQ52
10
QJ76
South
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

We end with a deal from a practice match
between Israel and the Netherlands.
Many players nowadays are willing to
rebid in no-trumps with a singleton in
partner’s suit. Some go the extra mile and
open 1NT on this West hand, which is not
strong enough for a reverse. West showed his
club fit but 4™ was nevertheless a suggestion
to play there. Over a double of 4NT the
Israelis use ROPI, where Redouble shows 0/3
key-cards and a Pass shows 1/4. For many
partnerships (but not here), East’s 5® would
show two key-cards without the trump

queen. There was the added complication that the intended
trump suit may have been unclear. Anyway, they reached a
fine slam and gained 10 IMPs against 4™ at the other table.
n Awards: 6® (10), 6™ (8), games (4).

´™t®
Our experts were in red-hot form (compared with some of
their counterparts at the other table, who must have wished
they had stayed in bed). They scored 57 out of 60 and, sorry,
gave you little chance to match them.

Bidding Tips
well to rebid 1NT when you have a singleton
• inIt works
partner’s suit.
If you open flat 11- or 12-pointers, step carefully when
• considering
6NT.
your bidding system! Avoid conventions
• Remember
that switch under different conditions, or against
particular opposing methods.

MASTER-POINT PROMOTIONS
The latest list can be found at www.ebu.co.uk/masterpoint-promotions

www.ebu.co.uk
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EBED NEWS
English Bridge Education & Development (EBED) is THE charity dedicated to promoting the
greatest mindsport ever. Here we explain what we do and how you can participate in our programs.

Learn to Teach
The future of our game depends upon bringing in
new players of all ages. We can help you develop
teachers for your club through our Club Teacher
Courses and our Partner Teacher Courses. Teachers
are trained in the use of our popular and proven
‘Bridge for All’ materials and can become EBUTA
members with access to the country’s largest array
of bridge teaching aids.
Club Teacher courses are run in response to
demand. If your club is interested in hosting one of
our courses, please contact simon@ebedcio.org.uk
for further information.

Does Your Club or County Need
Tournament Directors?
The chances are that it does! Competent tournament
directors are vital to the running of our clubs and
events. There is a constant demand for directors at
all levels of the game and we have a comprehensive
range of courses taking players through the steps
from directing essentials to qualifying at county
level and beyond.
Course are currently scheduled for Hereford,
Camberley, Swindon, Burnley, Winchester, Welwyn,
Jersey, Aylesbury, Huddersfield, Spondon, Norwich
and West Midlands.
Information on all our courses, including dates,

prices and discounts for EBU affiliated clubs can be
found through our homepage www.ebedcio.org.uk or
by contacting us at info@ebedcio.org.uk
We are constantly setting up new courses all around
the country. If your club is interested in hosting one
of our courses, please contact simon@ebedcio.org.uk
for further information.

Bridge in Schools
We provide support for bridge in schools through
the promotion of Minibridge at primary level and
teaching and equipment assistance at senior schools
and university level.
We also run a range of subsidised events to
promote juniors in bridge including the Portland
Bowl for universities, the Junior Teach-in in
August, and the Schools Cup in March each year.
We are keen to recruit more schools willing to
offer bridge to their students and teachers who are
ready and able to provide that teaching.
Whether you can join us on one of our courses,
help us through volunteering at local level to assist
with our youth programmes, or just want to be part
of ensuring that bridge thrives in our schools and
communities, enriching lives and delivering excitement, entertainment and challenge, please consider
contributing to the work that we do by visiting
http://www.ebedcio.org.uk/donate
r

JUNIOR TEACH-IN 2014
The 2014 Junior ‘Teach-In’ took place in
August, with junior players of all abilities –
from beginners to internationals –
meeting in Loughborough for a weekend
of competitions, lessons and social
events. It was a great success, with more
attendees than in 2013, and a great
weekend was had by all. The event will
take place again in August 2015; we hope
to see many youngsters (and accompanying relatives if they wish) then.
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The Junior Page

The Curse of Scotland

click

by Kyle Lam

link

‘THE Curse of Scotland’ is an expression usually
denoting the nine of diamonds but for our England
Juniors playing in the Midsummer Bridge Festival
held in Tuusula, Finland this June, it would have a
completely different meaning. The tournament
commences with the Invitational Junior Teams, a
seven by ten-board all-play-all round robin.
We were drawn to play against the hosts,
Finland, to start with and, in an extremely close
match, we emerged victors by 2 IMPS. Our next
draw would see us face familiar rivals, Scotland,
and this was definitely one we did not want to
lose. As you may have gathered from the title, this
match would prove to be our demise! Errors in the
key boards proved costly and the Scotland Juniors
emerged the winners by 13 IMPs. The England
Juniors did bounce back immediately with a
crushing victory over Estonia’s Under 26s and
then went on to win all of their remaining
matches. However, even beating the eventual
tournament winners, Norway, would prove not to
be enough to overcome the deficit acquired from
losing to our neighbours and we had to settle for
the silver medal on this occasion.
The following board is from the match played
against the Latvian team:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ 95
™KJ654
t A 10 9 3
®AQ
Q84
´ 10 7
93
™ A Q 10 8 2
N
W
E
J52
tQ764
S
K8763
® 10 9
´ AKJ632
™7
tK8
®J542
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West

North
Kyle

East

Pass
Pass
Pass

2™
3t
Pass

Pass
Pass
Dble

South
Simon
1´
2´
3NT
All pass

In the open room, Simon Spencer and I found ourselves in 3NT doubled. East’s double asked for a lead
of dummy’s first bid suit and West accordingly led the
™9. Simon ducked the first trick and covered the
subsequent heart at trick two, which lost to East’s
eight. East now cashed the ace of hearts (not best) and
exited with the six of diamonds. Simon won in
dummy, took the losing spade finesse, and with the
spades lying 3-2 was able to take five spade tricks, one
heart, two diamonds and one club for +750.
In the closed room, the Latvians reached the more
orthodox contract of 4´. Ankush Khandelwal led the
nine of hearts and with the club shortage in East over
dummy’s and dummy’s trumps not strong enough,
the contract was doomed to fail. One down and a
valuable 13 IMPs to England on the first board of the
set – the first step to a 28 IMP victory to England.
The following days of the bridge festival included
the main pairs event and a teams competition, with
the opportunity to experience an authentic Finnish
sauna and rowing in a church boat in between the
bridge. The prize giving and final banquet rounded
off an extremely enjoyable tournament. We missed
out on the Best Declared and Best Defended Hand
awards but they were both gained playing against
Basil and Ankush, which was a worthy consolation.
Well done to the team of Basil Letts and Ankush
Khandelwal, Simon Spencer and Kyle Lam with
NPC Alan Shillitoe. The next stop sees our Juniors
compete in the 12th European Youth Pairs in
Burghausen, Germany.
r
Photos of our Juniors in Finland are at
http://goo.gl/qNaXO5
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Stage 2 Conventions

Specific Ace Blackwood
THIS series has considered a number of slam conventions: Exclusion Roman Key-card Blackwood,
Advanced Splinters, and Grand Slam Force.
Another fascinating agreement available is to use
an opening bid of 4NT as ‘Specific Ace Blackwood’,
asking partner to name specifically which ace he
holds (or to tell you if he holds more than one).
The use of this convention obviously has to be
agreed upon first (like so many methods, of course)
and only applies to an opening bid of 4NT. Clearly
you need to have a very unusual hand to utilise it, as
we shall see.
The benefits of the convention are various:
a) Weird and wonderful hands can resolve
immediately which ace, if any, partner holds,
to place the final contract accurately.
b) It can prevent the opponents from entering
the auction, thus removing their capability of
reaching some profitable sacrifices.
c) The need for opening 4NT to show a huge
balanced hand is really not necessary – you
can always open 2® first then bid no-trumps
to describe strong balanced hands, as below.
After a 2® –2 t start to the auction,
2NT = 23-24 balanced
3NT = 25-27 balanced
4NT = 28-30 balanced
This is a sensible arrangement – it is certainly
what I teach anyway!

BRIDGE AND GOLF GIFTS
DIRECT LTD
Large selection of bridge and golf gifts, and
bridge accessories available online at

www.bridgeandgolfgifts.co.uk
( 07853 066 582 (quoting English Bridge)
E-mail: baggdirect@live.co.uk
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by Neil Rosen

link

How Does It Work?
After partner’s 4NT opening bid, your responses are:
5®
5t
5™
5´
5NT
6®

No aces at all
Shows the ace of diamonds
Shows the ace of hearts
Shows the ace of spades
Shows two aces
Shows the ace of clubs

Please note that some partnerships, by arrangement, choose to flip the 5NT and 6® responses – I
prefer as above.
Having received the ‘ace response’, the idea is that
the hand using the convention should now know
what to do. Hence there is no need for any
continuations asking for kings etc.
I have to make a confession: I have never opened
4NT. But my club manager, Jill Feldman, seems to
open it on a regular basis and assures me she is well
ahead by using it!
Here are a couple of examples of the system in
action. In all cases, you open 4NT (Specific Ace
Blackwood):

Hand 1
´5
™ AKQ
t7
®AKQJ7652

After a 5® response, you
should pass (no aces opposite, so stay at the five level).
After a 5t response, bid 6®
(one of your two losers is
covered, bid a small slam).
After a 5´ reply, bid 6®
(again one of your losers is
covered).
If partner bids 5NT, bid
7NT (gosh! Both losers
covered – thirteen top
tricks here!).
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 2
´A
™ Void
tAKQJ964
® K Q J 10 5

What an amazing hand!
You open 4NT and if
partner bids 5®, you will
bid 6t (you have just the
ace of clubs to lose).
If partner replies 5™, again
you bid 6t (partner has an
ace but it is the wrong one!).
After a 6® response. you
can bid 7t (good old
partner has the club ace!).

NATIONAL
TEAMS
CONGRESS

Green-

pointed

17 – 18 JANUARY 2015
Holiday Inn, Birmingham Airport
NEW
VENUE

After a 5NT response, you
can bid 7NT (even better!
Partner has the remaining
two aces!).

Dealing with Intervention
Quite frankly I debated whether to put in this
section or not. The bid itself is so low frequency and
I am sure the chances of intervention are quite low –
but you never know!
I recommend showing your ace if possible by
bidding it, passing with no ace, doubling to show
the ace of the suit the opponent has just bid, or bidding 5NT with two aces.
Thus, after a 5® overcall of your partner’s 4NT
opening, you have the following options:
Pass
Shows no aces
Double Shows the ace of clubs
Shows the ace of diamonds
5t
5™
Shows the ace of hearts
5´
Shows the ace of spades
5NT
Shows two aces
If the overcall is 5t:
Pass
Shows no aces
Double Shows the ace of diamonds
5™
Shows the ace of hearts
5´
Shows the ace of spades
5NT
Shows two aces
6®
Shows the ace of clubs
After a 5™ or 5´ overcall it seems quite difficult to
propose a nice sensible scheme in the context of this
article, so I will have to admit defeat and leave it to
you (assuming anyone is still reading!). Probably
using pass still to show no aces is best – the rest is up
to you!
r
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PART OF THE SERIES FOR
THE ‘PLAYER OF THE YEAR’
CHAMPIONSHIP
EITHER
START IN THE POPULAR
POINT-A-BOARD TEAMS EVENT
(with enhanced master points for
matches won)
OR
PLAY IN THE TRADITIONAL SWISS
TEAMS THROUGHOUT
(Teams eliminated from the Point-aBoard event at the end of Saturday will
join the Swiss Teams with a
carry-forward score)
With Point-a-Board scoring, only two points
are at stake on each board. You gain 2 if your
score is higher than the opponents’ (even by
only 10 points if, say, you were in 1NT making
for +90 and your opponents were in 1´
making for +80). If you score less than your
opponents, you get zero, and if your score is
the same as theirs you get 1 point each.

Entries / enquiries: EBU Comps Dept
( 01296 317 203 / 219 8 comps@ebu.co.uk

EBU Accommodation Booking Service

( 0800 0346 246
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Bridge in Literature

Cards on the Table
by Dave Simmons
THERE can’t be many people who haven’t read at
least one Agatha Christie novel in their life, and
many of us have read dozens. Nowadays, it’s rather
fashionable to belittle her literary style and the
social assumptions of her world. I suspect Dame
Agatha would not be too bothered one way or
another and her publishers must be laughing all the
way to the bank (the world-wide sales of her books
stand at two billion).
But no-one could claim that Christie was afraid
to experiment with the genre. For example, Death
Comes as the End was set in ancient Egypt and, by
the end, it was a case of the last man standing as I
recall. Then there are the books with a genuinely
unforgettable twist such as The Murder of Roger
Ackroyd.
And in another early work, The ABC Murders,
Poirot summarises his idea of a perfect murder
mystery in a single throw away paragraph of
dialogue. The idea clearly appealed to Christie
herself, as it grew into an entire book – entitled
Cards on the Table – that was published later that
same year, arguably one of her most ambitious
works.
A saturnine blackmailer is murdered as he dozes
by the fireside, playing host to two tables of bridge
players. In the ‘closed room’ sit the host and four of
his victims, in another room sit four fictional
Christie sleuths, including the nation’s favourite
Belgian, Hercule Poirot.
The whole point of Cards on the Table is that all
four suspects have the means, motive and opportunity to commit this murder. Each of them is seen
to approach the victim at some point during the
evening, when they were dummy. Christie makes
the point in her introduction to the book that this is
a purely psychological detective story – which of the
four suspects had the appropriate temperament to
commit the crime?
In a daring stroke, she illustrates their differing
temperaments by producing in facsimile form a
bridge score-sheet that each of the suspects has
44 English Bridge October 2014

filled in during the course of the evening. One thing
that the recent TV adaptation couldn’t attempt to
do was to recreate the brilliant device in the original
book of having a key clue to the murderer’s identity
embedded in one of the actual score-sheets.
I won’t spoil the dénouement for those who
haven’t yet read the work but it’s clever, as plausible
as those in many of her books and – a bonus for
readers of this magazine – only a bridge player
would have any chance of spotting that clue.
The book also tells us what a dominant place the
game of bridge held in the popular culture of the
day. In those days ‘everyone’ played bridge, so there
was no need to explain the game or the scoring. The
reader was not only assumed to be familiar with the
concepts of game, slams, penalties and so on but
also the mechanics of bridge scoring by hand.
Of course, the term ‘bridge’ invariably referred to
rubber bridge in those days. The modern reader
may struggle slightly in this respect, as duplicate
bridge has largely replaced rubber bridge, and those
narrow pads of score-sheets with the ever-present
pairings ‘We’ and ‘They’ are now almost museum
pieces. At the more ambitious and affluent clubs
electronic scoring has even removed the need for
pencil and paper altogether. What would Captain
Hastings make of it all?
However, allow me one small gripe . . .
Many people have a stereotyped view of bridge
and the people who play it. This is endlessly reinforced by TV adaptations of country house life, as
epitomised for many by the long-running Poirot
series adapted from Agatha Christie’s works, all set
in the 1930s, the ‘golden age’ of contract bridge.
It is probably unfair to single out this particular
series for blame. But we must all have watched those
dinner parties of the period in countless TV period
dramas, where everyone is in evening dress, and the
younger generation go off to dance to the latest jazz
records while the oldsters retire to the bridge table
with their port and cigars.
Yes, I know it’s a stereotype, but one that we all
www.ebu.co.uk

have to struggle to resist if bridge is ever to regain its
popularity with the younger generation. Bridge just
may have been like that in the 1930s, but it wasn’t
like that when I learnt to play bridge in the late
1960s and certainly isn’t like that now. Not all bridge
players are old, nor are they all middle or upper
class, but TV series such as Poirot can do untold
damage by reinforcing these two widespread preconceptions.
For all that, there is clearly a demographic time
bomb ticking away at many a bridge club and that
problem needs to be addressed. The average age at
my regular club is certainly a lot closer to sixty-five
than twenty-five. Or to put it in terms Agatha
Christie would immediately understand, more
Poirot and Miss Marple than Tommy and
Tuppence.
Agatha Christie herself was not guilty of such
assumptions. She portrayed one of the four bridgeplaying murder suspects in Cards on the Table as an
attractive woman in her early twenties. But if you
want to find out why Poirot asked for her advice on
silk stockings, you’ll have to read the book for
r
yourself.

‘BRIDGE LICENSED
BY THE EBU’
When you see this in an advertisement in
the magazine, it means:

•
•
•
•

The organisers of the holiday have applied for,
and received, a licence.
They may choose to give master points in
accordance with EBU scales.
These master points will be accepted and
added to player records.
The bridge will be played in line with EBU
regulations and bye laws, thus affording all
players the protection of playing within the
jurisdiction of the EBU.

All County events advertised have an EBU
licence.
NOTE: Any events licensed by another National
Bridge Organisation will not be able to have
master points credited to
members’ records save for Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland
with whom the EBU have a
reciprocal agreement.
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CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ
ON each of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Game All?
click
Julian Pottage gives his answers on
link
page 62.
Hand 1
´ A4
™ J53
t 10 8 6 5
® A J 10 3

W

Hand 2
´ AQJ95
™ J5
t 10 4 2
® Q 10 7

W

Hand 3
´2
™Q3
tA
® KJ10876432

Hand 4
´A
™ AK97
tJ954
®Q432

Hand 5
´ AK87652
™ 83
tAK9
®5

Hand 6
´ K954
™ K762
t K Q 10 6 5
® Void

N
1®

E
1´

S
Pass

N
1NT

E
Pass

S
Pass

W
?

N

E

S

W

N

E

Pass
?

1´

Pass

S
1t
2´

W
1´
?

N
Pass

E
2t

S
Pass

W

N

E

S
1®

?

?

?
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The Magic of Bridge

Deception

by Andrew Kambites

click
link

Photo: EBU

THE hand in layout A occurred in trials for the
England team in 1984. Declarer was Paul Denning
(later to become a member of the first-ever Welsh
team to win the Camrose
trophy). Denning spun a
web of deception that preyed on the nerves of East and
forced him into error. As
you would expect in an England trial, East was a very
good player so it would have
taken a plausible deception
Paul Denning
to succeed.

´
™
t
®

Layout A
Love All. Dealer South.
´ K654
™AQ65
tAK6
®K8
J 10 2
´ A987
10 2
™8
N
W
E
J 10 9 8
tQ32
S
J 10 9 4
®76532
´ Q3
™KJ9743
t754
®AQ

West

North

Pass
4NT1
Pass
6™
1
Ordinary Blackwood.
2
One ace

East
Pass
All Pass

South
1™
5t2

West led the jack of diamonds. The ace of spades is
a clear loser and there is also a slow diamond loser
unless a defender can be persuaded to waste his ace
of spades on thin air. If East started with the ace of
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spades and no more than three spades the contract
could be made by leading towards the queen of
spades, then ducking a spade and subsequently
ruffing a spade. However, Denning managed to
improve on that. He won with the ace of diamonds,
crossed to hand with the ace of clubs and at trick
three he finessed dummy’s queen of hearts. Do I
hear you say: ‘What finesse?’ Just wait and see!
At trick four Denning cashed the ace of hearts
and then led a spade towards his queen. East
steeled himself to play low and West contributed
the two of spades, showing an odd number of
spades. Now Denning entered dummy with the
king of clubs and tried another low spade. East,
believing that West held the master king of hearts
and knowing that declarer might have started
with a doubleton spade, cracked and rose with his
ace of spades. Well, I suppose he would have been
right if South had held the hand below but that is
hardly an opening bid:

´
™
t
®

QJ
J9743
54
A Q J 10

Could this have happened nowadays? I don’t think
so. In 2014 Denning (or any other expert) would be
playing some version of Roman Key-card Blackwood in which the king of trumps counts as an ace
so South would have responded to 4NT with 5™,
showing two key cards. Therefore East would know
that South had the ace of clubs and the king of
hearts. You will understand what I mean when I say
that advances in modern bidding have led to fewer
opportunities for brilliant card play!
The deal featured in layout B was played in the
Mixed Pairs championship in the 1970 Stockholm
World Olympics by a great name from the past,
Fritzi Gordon:
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´
™
t
®

Layout B
Love All. Dealer North.
´ AKJ652
™86
t K 10 7 4
®9
97
´ Q83
N
Q 10 7 3 2
™AKJ954
W
E
A86
t9
S
753
®A82
´ 10 4
™ Void
tQJ532
® K Q J 10 6 4

West
3™
Pass

North
1´
Pass
Pass

East
2™
4™
Dble

South
3®
5®
All Pass

West led a heart, forcing declarer to ruff. This is a
truly horrible contract. Declarer desperately needs
clubs to break 3-3, otherwise she will be continually
forced in hearts and lose trump control, leading to a
large adverse penalty. Even if clubs do break 3-3 she
could well run into a diamond ruff.
Fritzi decided to assume
clubs were breaking 3-3 and
considered how to avoid a
diamond ruff if they were
3-1. She decided to run the
jack of diamonds at trick
two. Not knowing that declarer held the queen of diamonds, West reasonably
Fritzi Gordon
enough withheld his ace,
and now the communications for a diamond ruff
were severed. Fritzi switched to the king of clubs at
trick three, taken by East’s ace of clubs. East could
do no better than force declarer again with a heart.
Two more rounds of clubs revealed the welcome
3-3 break and with a spare trump to cope with a
subsequent heart force declarer could comfortably
force out the ace of diamonds. If clubs had been
4-2 she would have had to decide how to play the
spades: a losing spade finesse would certainly have
resulted in a large penalty.
Clearly 5® doubled is a vastly inferior contract to
either 4´ or 5t. It is interesting to investigate
whether modern players would improve on it. There
www.ebu.co.uk

is one very clear way to improve the bidding. Look
at the auction at the stage where South bid 5®. No
suit had been agreed, so what do you think 4NT
would have meant? In 1970 Roman Key-card
Blackwood (which requires an agreed suit,
otherwise the trump king cannot be a key card)
didn’t exist and 4NT was just about always
Blackwood. However, good modern practice is to
have the following principle written down in your
system notes:

Any 4NT bid without a jump in a
competitive auction when no suit has
been agreed and when the last player to
‘bid’ is an opponent is take-out,
suggesting two places to play. Note that
‘bid’ does not include pass.

The reasoning is that in competitive auctions finding
the right denomination at game level takes priority
over bidding thin slams (which might fail on
expected bad breaks). If South had been a supporter
of this principle, then 4NT would clearly have been
preferable to 5®. The two suits would clearly have
been the minors (because 4NT bypasses 4´) and the
bid would clearly show longer clubs than diamonds
because with equal length she would have bid 3t
rather than 3®. North would then clearly have
chosen to play in 5t, and my story would not have
existed!
Another possible way of getting to a better contract involves the expert idea of a forcing pass in a
competitive auction. North has opened; South has
introduced a new suit at the three level. Some
experts would take the view that North-South have
the majority of high cards so East-West should not
play at the four level undoubled. In that case South
might opt to pass to see what North does. In
practice, North would bid 4´ and South might just
pass that. However, I think that South might well be
faced with a problem if North doubled 4™: holding
a hand with a lot of playing strength and little
defence to 4™, she really cannot pass out 4™
doubled: what would 4NT mean now?
Don’t try these ideas without extensive discussion
with your partner!
So there you have it – two deals from the past
showing imaginative declarer play. Modern bidding
would have resulted in neither brilliancy occurring.
Maybe there is a price to pay for progress.
r
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Your Questions Answered
Defending against 1NT

by Frances Hinden
click

Terry Hewett asked for authoritative advice on this topic, so we asked Frances to provide it
IN the April 2014 magazine, Andrew Robson click
emphasised how important it is to bid over link
1NT at pairs, particularly at love all (neither
side vulnerable). This article isn’t specifically about
pairs tactics but considers the differences when
defending against a strong rather than a weak 1NT
opening.
There is no ‘standard expert’ defence to a 1NT
opening. A look at the system cards of the world’s
top pairs will find a variety of conventions. Fashions
change: a few years ago almost no-one played the
double of a strong no-trump for penalties, but
people started to open 1NT on hands such as:
´53 ™K7 tAKJ863 ®Q92

(or even ´ 5 3 ™ 8 7 t A K J 8 6 3 ® 10 9 2!)
particularly in third seat non-vulnerable. Now you
will find an even split between those who play the
double as ‘strong’ and others who still give it an
artificial meaning. The only thing all popular defences have in common is that 2® isn’t natural. With
that in mind, I only recommend that you:

•
•
•

Play the same basic defence whatever the
strength of the no-trump opening (this avoids
accidents);
Play double as ‘penalties’ (a strong hand);
Have some way to show both majors.

There are some adjustments to make against a
strong 1NT, i.e. one with a minimum of 14 HCP.

Overcalling
Against a weak no-trump, you need to balance the
desire to compete with the fact that you might be
making 3NT or 4™/4´ on power. Against a strong
no-trump, bidding is more about disturbing the
opponents’ auction or finding a good sacrifice. If
you do have a game on, it will be based more on
distribution than high-card strength.
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link

Take these two hands:

Hand 1
´ A J 10 8 6 2
™6
t K 10 5 4
®74

Hand 2
´ Q93
™ K Q J 10 2
tJ2
®A95

Hand 1 is a clear 2´ overcall at any vulnerability
against any strength of 1NT opening. It may make
game or produce a cheap save opposite a spade fit
and it forces the opponents to start investigating
their best contract at the three level.
Hand 2 is a 2™ bid when love all at match-points,
but at any other time it is a pass. It has more high
cards, but it is less likely to be making game or to be
better in 2™ than defending 1NT (it is more
tempting to bid in fourth seat as partner won’t lead
a heart against 1NT). This hand is also more likely
to concede a penalty: at match-points that is less
important but at IMPs it’s a poor idea to risk -500
for the chance of -50 instead of -90.
Against a weak no-trump, an overcall of 3™ or
3´ invites partner to raise to four, but against a
strong no-trump it is more useful to play it as preemptive. I would bid 3™ over a weak no-trump on
Hand 3:

Hand 3
´ 86
™ A K J 10 4 3 2
tK75
®4

Hand 4
´ K 10 9 8 6 5 4
™6
tK32
®96

However, I would bid 3´ over a strong no-trump
(unless I was vulnerable against not) on something
www.ebu.co.uk

more like Hand 4. Maybe the full deal is:

´
™
t
®

has a weak hand with a long suit, or a strong distributional hand. The advantage of the forcing pass is
that it helps sort out the ‘play or defend’ decision:

Love All. Dealer South.
´J
™ K 10 8 5 3
tAQ96
®Q75
K 10 9 8 6 5 4
´ Q72
6
™
J942
N
W
E
K32
t4
S
96
® K 10 8 4 2
´ A3
™AQ7
t J 10 8 7 5
®AJ3

Given a free run, North-South have a good chance
of getting to their best spot (at teams) of 6t. After
the auction starts 1NT – 3´ – Double (take-out) –
4´, best of luck to them!
While we are on the topic of three-level overcalls,
most people use 2®/2t conventionally, leaving 3®
and 3t the only way to bid a minor directly. The same
considerations apply: against a weak no-trump, you
are aiming at a possible 3NT game and it’s helpful to
keep these bids as constructive, while against a strong
1NT opening a pre-emptive hand is more common.
I play a special gadget here: we use a direct 2NT
overcall to show a solid 3® or 3t bid; we find this is
more common than the traditional ‘game forcing
two-suiter’ or weak with both minors.

Doubles
I suggested that double is played as a strong hand
against either a strong or weak 1NT opening, but
there are still some differences.
Against a weak no-trump, double shows a good
15+ balanced, or any strong hand with a good lead.
The assumption after a double is that the hand
belongs to the doubling side – many pairs play pass
as forcing if the opening side run to two of a suit (or
perhaps only to 2® or 2t). The partner of the
doubler is expected to pass 1NT doubled unless he
Send your questions to
elena@ebu.co.uk and the editor will
find the expert who can answer them!
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´
™
t
®

1
2
3

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ 542
™876
t Q J 10 7 2
®32
KQ87
´ J9
N
K 10 5 2
™AJ93
E
W
K3
t65
S
AQ5
® J 10 9 7 4
´ A 10 6 3
™Q4
tA984
®K86

West

North

East

Dble
2™3
4™

2t
Pass
All Pass

Pass2
3™

South
1NT1
Pass
Pass

12-14
Forcing, can’t double for penalties
West can’t double for penalties, so bids his lowest suit

East is stuck over 2t if pass isn’t forcing: he knows
that East-West have the majority of the high cards
but doesn’t have a good suit to bid and is happy to
defend if West has good diamonds.
Some pairs play take-out doubles after doubling
1NT for penalties; I think this is a superior method
but it is important to agree it with your partner first.
However, while it solves East’s problem on the hand
above, East is stuck when he has a penalty double if
pass isn’t forcing.
Against a strong no-trump, the position is different. The double doesn’t promise a stronger hand
than opener’s and the plan is not only to take a
penalty (although that’s a possibility), but to
compete for the part-score. Double is still a decent
15+ HCP, but now fourth hand is expected to take it
out with nothing, even with a balanced nothing –
we play 2® as ‘scramble’, asking the doubler to bid
his lowest decent suit. This treatment allows you to
take a penalty if the 1NT opening was light, but
more importantly lets you compete on hands such
as this:
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´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer South.
´ 86
™54
t Q 10 8 5 2
® Q 10 3 2
K 10 3
´ QJ975
N
AQ92
™876
E
W
A74
t3
S
KJ7
®8654
´ A42
™ K J 10 3
tKJ96
®A9

1
2
3
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East

Dble
2NT3
All Pass

2™
Pass

Dble2
3t

South
1NT1
Pass
Pass/3™

15-17
Take-out
Not four spades, no desire to defend, both minors
(often called ‘scramble’)

´
™
t
®

1

´
™
t
®

North

South might compete to 3™, but that has five losers
while 3t was making.
Playing take-out doubles doesn’t always prevent
you from penalising, as here:

A strong 1NT opening from South would usually
end the auction, and is likely to make at least seven
tricks (West has a horrible lead problem). After the
auction starts 1NT – Double, however, North can
bid 2t but East tries 2´ which is likely to be the last
making contract for either side.
This double is obviously a risky action, but (particularly at pairs) passing out 1NT with equal strength
is a losing tactic in the long run. On a related note, a
look at the convention cards for the recent European
Championships shows a number of top pairs playing
double of a weak no-trump as ‘13+ HCP for takeout’, which is the same concept.
After doubling a strong 1NT, there is less merit in
playing a forcing pass as it’s less likely that your side
has the majority of the high-card points. However, it
is now definitely right to play later doubles as take-out
if a pass isn’t forcing. It is far more likely that you want
to compete for the part-score than to take a two-level
penalty. Here’s an example of how this can gain:

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ J74
™ Q 10 9 7 3
t95
®984
A6
´ 10 9 5 2
N
864
™J5
W
E
KQ64
tJ872
S
A Q 10 7
®KJ6
´ KQ83
™AK2
t A 10 3
®532

West

2
3
4

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ J74
™Q8532
t95
®984
AQ62
´ 10 9 5
N
64
™KJ97
W
E
KJ6
t872
S
A Q 10 7
®J65
´ K83
™ A 10
t A Q 10 4 3
®K32

West

North

East

Dble
Dble3

2™
Pass

Pass2
Pass4

South
1NT1
Pass
Pass

15-17
Nothing to say as double would be take-out
Take-out
Delighted

Fourth-seat Doubles
The last major difference between a strong and
weak no-trump comes in fourth seat after
responder bids 2® (Stayman) or 2t/2™
(transfer). It’s a well-known tactic to bid 2® on
nothing opposite a weak no-trump, in the hope
that opponents can’t organise a penalty double. To
counter that, it’s a good idea to play a fourth seat
double not as lead-directing, but simply as
www.ebu.co.uk

showing a strong hand.

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ 876
™K762
t53
®9742
AQ2
´ J54
N
983
™AQJ5
W
E
10 9 6 4
tKQJ7
S
Q63
® K 10
´ K 10 9 3
™ 10 4
tA82
®AJ85

West

North

East

Pass
Dble3

2®1
All Pass

Dble 2

´
™
t
®

South
1NT
2´
1
2

1

2
3

I know I’m in trouble, maybe this will confuse the
opponents
A hand that would have doubled the 1NT opening
Penalties

This is going for at least 800.
If East-West play a double of 2® as lead-directing,
they are less likely to take a penalty, as a delayed
double of 2´ is for take-out and West does not
know how strong East is.
Note that if East-West were vulnerable and
North-South non-vulnerable, West might view
instead to bid 3NT at match-points, expecting at
least +600 to be available against a possible +500
only from 2´ doubled. At IMPs, a penalty of 500 or
800 is a safer plus than trying to make 3NT. Even if
there isn’t a penalty available, this double lets West
compete on a weak distributional hand knowing
that partner has strength.
Against a strong no-trump, however, it’s important to play double of the artificial response as leaddirecting as it’s more likely that the opening side are
about to bid a game. This doesn’t give up on bidding
game, but again it’s going to be based on distribution not high cards.
For example:
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3

N/S Game. Dealer South.
´ K J 10 8 3 2
™53
t93
®J74
4
´ A76
N
J 10 9 2
™KQ876
E
W
K J 10 6
tQ542
S
A832
®9
´ Q95
™A4
tA87
® K Q 10 6 5

West

North

East

Pass
3t3

2™2
Pass

Dble
4™

South
1NT1
2´
All Pass

12-14
Transfer
Hearts and diamonds (‘fit bid’)

It takes a diamond lead to hold 4™ to ten tricks,
while North-South have only eight tricks in spades.

SUMMARY
Play the same defence against any range of 1NT
opening, but against a strong no-trump:
Bid a suit with distribution, not on high
cards;
Double on a strong balanced hand but
pull partner’s double to a long suit freely;
Consider playing take-out doubles after
doubling the 1NT opening;
Double an artificial response to suggest a
lead.
While against a weak no-trump:
Bidding is more constructive (other than
love all at pairs);
Consider playing a forcing pass after a
penalty double;
Double Stayman or a red-suit transfer
r
response to show a strong hand.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Around & About
40TH ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATIONS
BOURNE End Bridge Club celebrated its 40th
anniversary in July at its playing venue, Abbotsbrook Hall. The club was started by pupils at Sir
William Borlase school in Marlow and soon
attracted other members, including pupils from
another local school, Desborough School in
Maidenhead. In honour of the club founder, David
Foster, the club runs an annual Open Pairs event,
appropriately named the Foster Cup.
The club currently has about seventy members
and plays duplicate bridge on Thursday evenings in
a relaxed, friendly but competitive manner. Visiting
players are welcome. The club is affiliated to the
EBU and enters teams in the county league-of-eight
competition. For further information, see the club
website www.bridgewebs.com/bourneend
(Bob Perrin)

100TH BIRTHDAY

MAMIE Seal of Hull Bridge Club (in the picture
above) recently celebrated her 100th birthday. She
was presented with flowers, cake and a card at a
special Sunday social event.
At the sprightly age of 98 Mamie won David
(David Wilson)
Wing’s City Cup.

Members of Bourne End Bridge Club celebrate the club’s 40th Anniversary
at its playing venue in Well End, Buckinghamshire.
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Around & About

THE EBU & BRIDGE OVERSEAS

LANZAROTE
CONGRESS

OXON AWARDS
AT the Oxfordshire AGM, County President Evan
Harris presented Distinguished Service awards to two
long-standing members, Esme Alden and Roy East.
Esme Alden was nominated
by Menagerie Bridge Club in
recognition of her many years of
supporting bridge in the county.
At Oxford Bridge Club she
served for several decades on the
Management Committee, took
responsibility for all the catering
arrangements and has introduced innumerable
beginners to the game; but she has also been an
invaluable behind-the-scenes assistant to bridge
activities at county level, particularly in the catering
area but also at the annual County Congress and in
many other ways. She has provided a welcoming
and winning smile to bridge players in, or visiting,
Oxfordshire for as long as anyone can remember,
and her willingness to take on any task is legendary.
Roy East was nominated by Blewbury Bridge
Club, where he was a leading figure in the establishment of the club in the early 1980s. In 1985 he
became Chairman and continued in this role for twenty
years, during which membership grew from twenty to well
over one hundred, largely due
to his efforts. By instigating teaching for beginners, he brought
many new players into the game
and although he has been retired as Chairman since
2005, he was one of the first to offer help with a
recent successful initiative to stimulate membership
by reintroducing lessons for beginners. He has
continually fostered a friendly and welcoming
atmosphere at the club, thereby encouraging many
novices to develop into regular duplicate players.
(Sandra Nicholson)

CAVENDISH SUCCESS
Andrew Robson and Tony Forrester finished
second in a star-studded field at the prestigious
Cavendish Pairs, held in Monaco.
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5 – 11 February 2015
Barceló Hotel Costa Teguise, Lanzarote

t
t
t
t

Pre-Congress Pairs
Bluepointed
Open Pairs
events
Pivot Teams
Men’s, Women’s and
Mixed Pairs
t Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams

Greenpointed
Swiss
events

Bridge Fees: £132
EBU Comps Department
( 01296 317 203 / 219
E-mail: comps@ebu.co.uk
Attendance at the congress is exclusive
to delegates booking their package
with Bridge Overseas

For travel and accommodation please email
lindsey@bridgeoverseas.co.uk or contact

BRIDGE OVERSEAS
( 0800 034 6246
A range of optional excursions will be available to book
at the venue to complement the bridge programme
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Top Table David Price
DAVID PRICE is a double Seniors World Champion and European Seniors Champion,
and has represented England at European and World level in the Open category too. In
the UK, he has repeatedly been selected to play for England both in the Camrose and the
Seniors Camrose. He has also frequently won major domestic competitions.
When did you start playing bridge?
At school aged 16. School lunches were so revolting that
a group of us took sandwiches and played cards during
the lunch break.
How often / where do you play?
I play twice a week at local clubs – Clare and Colchester.
Although the games are of moderate standard I find
them useful for keeping my game in reasonable shape
given how few tournaments I play. Apart from those, I
generally only play in the top home competitions, for
my county of allegiance, Suffolk, and internationally.
Do you always play with the same partners / teammates?
At top level I play with Colin Simpson with whom I
have enjoyed much success since we got together about
ten years ago. Team-mates vary according to the competition but would include Gunnar Hallberg, John
Holland, the Hacketts, David Mossop, Tim Rees and
David Burn. Locally I play with my wife, some good
Suffolk players and some friends.
In all cases, I hope that I can be a catalyst in helping
them to play to the best of their ability and the only
time I get really grumpy is when I don’t get my fair
share of hands as declarer – which is greater than one in
four I have to add!
What do you do for a living?
I retired from my normal occupation some years ago
but derive some income from my limited professional
bridge work and from helping Jenny, my wife, run her
architectural practice.
I’m sorry to have to admit that the state pension and
other pensions have also kicked in.
What are your favourite bridge books?
I have always loved the Rueful Rabbit and Hideous Hog
series written by Victor Mollo. He brought his characters to life and mixed them up with some great bridge
hands. David Bird is from the same mould and is always
an entertaining read.
From a technical perspective my all time favourite
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has to be Adventures in Card Play by Geza Ottlik and
Hugh Kelsey because it opened new avenues in my
thinking, with The Blue Team Bridge Book a close
second. When I was a youngster I hero-worshipped
Giorgio Belladonna because his play of the hands was
so often headline material, but of course all the
members of the Blue Team were great players.
Finally, I must mention Right Through the Pack,
which I have re-read many times – a beautifully crafted
compilation of stories from the viewpoint of each card
in the pack.
What are your hobbies?
Who needs hobbies when they have bridge! Seriously,
though, I love playing golf because it represents a
challenge for me. Not being naturally gifted at the
game, I have to work very hard for every bit of improvement. It also gives me much needed exercise.
In bridge I believe that every player has the ability to
improve their game, and enjoy it that much more, by
applying themselves a little harder.
I also love cooking and good food generally, as well as
the man thing of watching all televised sport!
What do you like and what would you change in
bridge?
I love the social nature of the game – a large percentage
of my friends and two wives have resulted from it.
I think that the authorities with whom players, particularly the top players, do not always see eye to eye, are
getting some things right. I fully agree with the
introduction of more stringent regulations regarding
behaviour at the table and hope that they are rigidly
enforced.
The move away from appeals committees is also good
because it requires an increase in the competence of
tournament directors. If rulings can be seen to be 95%+
accurate (probably better than football referees!) then
players will come to accept them and conflicts will be
resolved that much more quickly.
The cut and thrust of bridge at the table is for me
what it is all about so I don’t play any internet bridge.
Get out there, people, and mix with other people! r
www.ebu.co.uk

COUNTY NEWS
Because of the change to our magazine’s format, we have needed to make some changes to County
News. You will now find your County’s ‘Local Results’ (if submitted) and obituaries (in our click
new ‘In Memoriam’ column) in the online magazine (page 74 onwards). These pages are also link
available as a stand-alone pdf in the English Bridge Section of the website and at
www.ebu.co.uk/documents/magazine/county-extra.pdf. We would also encourage you to visit your
County website for up-to-date news and results. The websites are given in each county report.
Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk
AT the Brighton Congress Robert Glass –
Jeremy Rickard came 21st in the Harold
Poster Cup and David Jones – Rob Lawy came
12th in the Brighton Bowl.
Alan Williams, Aidan Schofield, Andrew
Urbanski and Huw Oliver won the East &
West Wales Swiss Teams at Newport, and Aidan was also
successful with a 2nd place at the Gloucester and Herefordshire
Swiss Teams, this time with Suzy Lawson, Sue O’Hara and
Nelson Stephens.
Diary dates: Oct 23, Championship and Handicapped
Teams. Nov 13, Men’s and Ladies’ Pairs.

Richard Bowdery won his third GP event in a row, coming
first in the Sussex Green Point Swiss Teams.

Channel Islands
www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/
IN the July EBU Sims Dan McIntosh – Rudi Falla finished 8th
nationally.
At the time of writing, it is not long to the Commonwealth
Games Bridge Championships and we wish Howard BasdenSmith, Sue Rankin, David Hole, Roz Bavin, Stephen and
Sharon Halston (Jersey), Alexandra Gauld, Rudi Falla, Robert
Plumley, Dan McIntosh (Guernsey A) along with Mike Allan,
Margaret Allan, Hugh Bacon, Martin Jones, Liz Thompson
and Tuula Lehtinen (Guernsey B) the best of luck!

Cornwall

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk
RON Davis – Alan Oddie were 6th nationally in
the Summer Sim Pairs, playing at Milton Keynes
Bridge Club.
Diary dates: The BBA 50th Anniversary
celebration event is to be held on Sun Oct 12,
starting at 12 noon. The Men’s and Ladies’ Pairs on Oct 23
both start at 7.30pm. The Mixed Pairs on Nov 13 starts at 7.30
pm. The Marsh Trophy (formerly One Star Pairs) is on Nov 20
with a 1pm start and the Inter-Club Teams of Four on Nov 27
with a 7.30pm start. All events are to be played at Wilstead
and further details are available on the BBA website.

www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
CONGRATULATIONS to Rob Mabley, Alan
Biggs, Viv Mably and Richard Lingham (photo
below), who won the Dorset Green-Pointed Swiss
Teams by 10 VPs, winning six of their seven
matches. And to Rob and Viv, who won all seven matches to
finish second (of 78) in the Gloucestershire and Herefordshire
Green Point Swiss Pairs.
Diary dates: Oct 12, Mixed Pairs, Ladock. Oct 26, Swiss
Teams, Penzance. Nov 16, Mixed Pivot Teams, Ladock. Nov
30, Bodmin Swiss Pairs, Lanhydrock Golf Club.

www.ebu.co.uk

Photo: Dorset CBA

Berks and Bucks
www.berks-and-bucks-cba.co.uk
BRIGHTON: Ed Scerri – Dick Davey were 6th out
of 287 pairs in the Harold Poster Cup; Andrew
Murphy came 8th. In the Swiss Pairs competition,
Dave Mullen – John Bowen won the Brighton Plate.
Andrew Murphy came 3rd in the Wednesday Open
Pairs and 5th in the Thursday Open Pairs; Richard Bowdery was
6th in the Friday Open Pairs. Bob Holder – Phil Thornton were
half of the team who came 5th in the Brighton Four Stars A
Final. In the Brighton Bowl, Tim Rees played in the winning
team and Sally Brook – Barry Myers came 3rd; joint 7th were
Dee and Peter Lindon and Ed Scerri – Gary Jones.
Ed Scerri, Steve Eginton, Sally Brock and Barry Myers are
in the last eight teams in the Crockfords Cup, and Dee and
Peter Lindon, Derek and Celia Oram are in the last eight of
the Crockfords Plate.

Winners of the Dorset GP Teams, from the left: Cornwall’s
Richard Lingham, Viv Mably, Alan Biggs and Rob Mabley.
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Derbyshire
www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire
DETAILS of events scheduled by our county
association can be found on our website
www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire. This website
also contains links to the websites for all affiliated
clubs, so if you are looking to play bridge in
Derbyshire please visit our website (please note our original
website www.dcba.org.uk has been superseded by the new
bridgewebs site above).

Devon
www.devonbridge.co.uk
AT the Interleague Finals 2014, Devon finished
3rd of the five regional leagues behind strong
teams from Worcester and Manchester; the B
Team finished 4th.
Congratulations to Alex Maddocks – Alex Hogg who
finished 2nd in the Swiss Pairs and in the Swiss Teams (with
David S. Jones and Trevor Ward) at the EBU Riviera Congress
in June. Also well done to Warner Solomon, Jim Grant, Stefan
Lindfors and Alex Maddocks, who have reached the final of
the Crockfords Cup. Congratulations to Richard Lingham and
Viv Mably who won the Dorset Swiss Teams with Robert
Mably and Alan Biggs.
The AGM teams was won by Robin and Margaret Mardlin,
Dick Andrews and Gaynor Wiseman, not as stated in the
previous Devon News – apologies to all concerned.
Diary dates: Nov 2, Dartington Charity Swiss Teams,
contact Neil Marsden ( 01271 869302. Nov 7- 9, Torquay
Bridge Club Congress, contact Jeanine Keith ( 01404 812201.

Dorset
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
DORSET Green-pointed Teams: 1. Robert
Mabley, Alan Biggs, Richard Lingham and Viv
Mably; 2. David Berwitz, Robin Wright, Eugene
Sheehan and David Gill; 3. Edward and Scarlet Leatham,
David Dunwell and Nick Forrest.
Dorset Green-pointed Pairs: 1. Miles Cowling – Pete
Maybury; 2. Ann Sharples – Helen Ackroyd; 3. Roy Riley –
David Berwitz.

Sussex Pairs: Mark Hooper – Krzysztof Ginda were 2nd.
Riviera Congress: Margot Wilson-Gardner – John Gardner
were 10th and Brian Browse – Pat Savage 13th in the Pairs.
EBU Seniors Congress: Janet Smith & Alan Wilson were 2nd
in the Pairs A Final, Lynne and Ron Heath reached the B
Final, and Janet Smith, Alan Wilson, Lynne and Ron Heath
were 9th in the Teams.
Diary dates: Oct 12, Ladies’ and Men’s Championship
Pairs (joint event with Hampshire), Christchurch Bridge
Club. November 9, Flemmich Cup Swiss Teams, Allendale
Bridge Club, Wimborne.

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
THE ECBA Committee members are very pleased
to announce that Paul Mollison has accepted their
invitation to be the Chairman of the ECBA for the
remainder of the year.
Laurie and Stephanie Burtt celebrated Laurie’s 80th birthday by winning the Sunday Stratified Swiss Pairs at Brighton
(photo below, left). Laurie and Stephanie also came 6th in the
B Final of the Summer Seniors Congress at Eastbourne and 7th
in the Swiss Teams – with their team-mates, they were the
highest placed Veterans’ team.
Well done Sue and Chris Taylor who, with team-mates,
came 2nd in the Oxford Congress Swiss Teams.
Diary dates: Oct 23, Autumn Pairs League. Oct 29,
Autumn Seniors Pairs. Nov 9, Tony Kelvin Swiss Teams. Nov
27, Autumn Pairs League. Dec 7, Mixed Pairs.

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk
WE are now well into our Autumn programme.
We are trying earlier starting times for some of
our weekend events. Do join us and tell us what
you think.
We are pleased to report that Paul Denning’s team is
through to the last sixteen of the Gold Cup and is now due to
play a team from London. Richard Butland is still in the
competition as part of a London team.
Many of our players enjoyed playing in Brighton this year.
Patrick Shield’s team came 2nd in the Brighton Bowl.
In our joint Green Point Weekend with Herefordshire Val
and Ian Constable, Jim Simons and Patrick Phair achieved
best results in the Swiss Teams by coming 4th. In the Swiss
Pairs Mike Lewis – Malcolm Green came 5th.
Details of our competitions are on our website.

Hants and IoW

Photo: EBU

www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/

Essex’s Laurie and Stephanie Burtt, winners of the
Sunday Stratified Pairs at Brighton.
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LIVING at the border with Hants, Oxford, Berks
& Bucks, Mike Bennett has organised the Chiltern
League for clubs nearby that are affiliated to the
three separate County Associations. Michael Beer,
from Newbury Bridge Club (primarily affiliated to HIWCBA,
despite being in Berkshire), had great success last year. His
teams won the Border League Winter League and also the
Spring Cup League.
Diary dates: Oct 12, Ladies’/Men’s Pairs (Christchurch).
Oct 19, Wessex Swiss Teams (Romsey). Oct 20-24, Simple
System Pairs (clubs). Nov 2, Mixed Pairs Simmons
Trophy/Plate (Winchester B C). Nov 16, Jubilee Cup Teams of
8 (Romsey). Nov 23, Try Teams (Winchester BC). Nov 30,

www.ebu.co.uk

Herefordshire
www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk
IN the Gloucestershire and Herefordshire Green Point Event the
Swiss Pairs was won by Colin Thomas – Lavinia Thomas; 2nd
were Vivienne Mably – Robert Mabley, with Carmen RuizCastell – David Southcombe 3rd. The non-expert prize was
won by John Dick – Jill Williams.
In the Swiss Teams, the winners were Vida Halford, Glyn
Williams, Colin Thomas and Lavinia Thomas; 2nd were
Aidan Schofield, Suzy Lawson, Nelson Stephens and Sue
O’Hara and 3rd Matthew Covill, Diana Nettleton, Liza
Furnival and Nigel Birks. The non-expert prize was won by
Sally Stuttard, Chris Thomas, John Dick and Jill Williams.
Full results of all county competitions are on our website.
Diary dates: Oct 10, Inter-club Teams Round 1, 7pm,
Ledbury. Oct 18, Ladies’ and Men’s Pairs, 10.30am, Tarrington. Nov 8, No Fear Teams (restricted), 1.30pm, Wellington
Heath.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
WE now have a Partnership Desk for some
events. For a partner for the Really Friendly Pairs
or Mixed Pairs contact Jeff Green ( 01923
290067.
Diary dates: Sat Sept 27, Swiss Pairs, 12
noon, Wodson Park, Ware. Sun Sept 28, Swiss Teams, 12
noon, Wodson Park, Ware. Thurs Oct 16, Really Friendly
Pairs, 1.30pm, R.C. Parish Church, Hemel Hempstead. Fri
Nov 7, Club Winners Cup, 7.30pm, Bridge Centre WGC. Fri
Nov 21, Mixed Pairs Championship, 7.30pm, Bridge Centre.
Nov 28, Eccles Cup, 7.30pm, R.C. Parish Church, Hemel
Hempstead.

Kent
www.kcba.org.uk
BRIGHTON Summer Congress: Brian Crack,
Shirley Goldwin, Diana Avis and Colin Wilson
won the BSM Bracketed Teams Final. The Sunday
Open Pairs was won by Bill Gardner – Mike Bell
who also came 2nd in the Monday Open Pairs.
Malcolm Schofield – Roy Thearle won the Wednesday Open
Pairs. Sharon Bayne – Paul Gibbon won the Mixed Pairs. Bill
Hirst, with Patrick Jourdain, retained his title in the Seniors
Pairs winning the Mercian Bridge Travel Trophy. The Mercian
Seniors Pairs Consolation Final was won by Malcolm Lewis –
Tony Saunders. Carol and Mick Brocklehurst won two events
in the Really Easy Congress.
Patrick Collins – Peter Law were on the winning team at the
Summer Seniors Congress in Eastbourne. The English Riviera
Congress Swiss Teams was won by Mike Hampton, John Amor,
Michael Prior and Keith Ashcroft. Bill Gardner, with Corneliu
Rimboiu, won the Essex & Herts Green-pointed Pairs.
David Stretton – Dick Payne (photo on the right), from
Maidstone Bridge Club, won the EBU Thursday Night
Summer SIM Pairs.

www.ebu.co.uk

Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
CONGRATULATIONS go to the Lancashire B
team on winning the National Inter-County
League Final. The winning team was John
Brearley, Ross Shine, Don Hilton, Barrie Newall,
John Morrell, Marianne Farr, Stuart Clarke and Bill Carr.
In the President’s Cup, Lancashire finished 3rd out of seven
counties behind Yorkshire and Manchester but ahead of
Merseyside & Cheshire, Cumbria, the Isle of Man and
Westmorland.
Lancashire beat Cumbria by 151 IMPs in the annual Pearse
McNamara Trophy at Barrow.
In the first round of the Northern Bridge League, Lancashire
A finished 3rd out of six counties, Lancashire B 5th out of
eight counties and Lancashire C 4th out of seven counties.

Leicestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
COUNTY Team results in the Midland League
so far for the 2014-2015 season are as follows:
vs Warwicks (Away): Dawes lost 4-16, Porter
lost 1-19, Markham lost 8-12; vs Staffs &
Shrops (Home): Dawes won 12-8, Porter won 13-7, Markham
lost 5-15. Note that the fourth season of the Leicestershire
Pairs League starts on October 16.
Diary dates: Oct 1st, Stanley Trophy Round 1, Glenfield.
Oct 15, Otto & Edith Mixed Pairs, County BC. Oct 16, Pairs
League Round 1, Rothley. Oct 29, Stanley Trophy Round 2,
Glenfield. Nov 9, Midland League vs Gloucestershire,
Greenfields. Nov 12, Joseph’s Bowl Round 1, Rothley. Nov 20,
Pairs League Round 2, Rothley. Nov 26, Stanley Trophy
Round 3, Glenfield. Dec 7, Midland League vs Worcestershire,
away. Dec 10, Leicestershire Cup Round 1, Rothley. Dec 18,
Pairs League Round 3, Rothley.

Lincolnshire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk
THE new 2014-2015 season is now upon us. The new
Calendar has been worked out and has been published on the
County website. Please have a look at it if you haven’t done so
already. You will notice that we have introduced some new

Photo: Richard Sissons

Bloxham Mini-Swiss teams (Basingstoke BC). Dec 14, Yuletide Swiss Teams (Romsey). All start 2pm unless otherwise
listed. Entries on the HIWCBA website or Guy Lawrenson
( 01590 622917.

David Stretton (left) and Dick Payne, from Maidstone BC
in Kent, winners of the Thursday EBU Summer Swiss Pairs.
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events for the forthcoming year. We have tried hard to devise
competitions which help the new players begin to play in
County events.
Please make an effort to try at least a couple of events this
year and bring a friend with you. The new Allcomers Duplicate
Pairs event would be an ideal place to start. If in doubt about
anything, then please contact the Competition Secretary at
competitionsecretary@lincsbridge.org.uk. Hope to see you soon!

Lesley playing in her first National Knockout event.
Brighton: Michael Byrne – Mike Bell were runners-up in
the Harold Poster Cup out of 287 pairs. In the Teams, John
Holland qualified for the Four Stars A Final and finished 3rd.
Diary date: Sun Nov 2, Manchester Intermediate Pairs,
1.30 pm, St Peters Assembly Rooms, Hale. Entries to Barbara
Lewis babsandalec@dsl.pipex.com

Merseyside/Cheshire

London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Paul Lamford, who
won the Pairs at the Summer Seniors Congress, and
also the Chairman’s Cup Teams in Sweden (see
page 38). Also to all the following winners in
Brighton: Tom Townsend – Mark Teltscher who won the Swiss
Pairs; Tom also won the 4-Stars Teams B Final with Ewa Kater
and team. David Gold and Andrew Robson who won the 4Stars A final, and Phil King and Ben Green who were 3rd;
David also won the GCH Fox Pairs and the Mid-week
Knockout Teams and was 2nd in the Play-with-the-experts
Pairs. Mahmoud Sadek, Ned Paul, Kath Stynes and Simon
Prager who won the Mixed Pivot Teams. Hannah Cornfield,
Kath Stynes, Rowena Clow and Dan Cardnell who won the
Speedball KO Teams. Shahzaad Natt who won the Under-25
Pairs.
A new event, Men’s and Women’s IMP Pairs, will be held on
October 28 at the YCBC. All enquiries to Mike Hill at
michaelrd.hill@btinternet.com or ( 01732 863283.

Manchester
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
CHAIRMAN’S Cup, Sweden: 162 teams
compete in a Swiss event over two full days
then the top 32 play knockout matches down
to the final. Terrific victory for Michael Byrne
– Mike Bell in England’s team of four (see page 38).
EBU Summer Congress Scarborough: John Holland and
Alan Mould won the teams – playing with Bill Hirst (exManchester, now Kent) and EBU Chairman Jeremy Dhondy –
then completed the double by winning the Swiss Pairs.
Hubert Phillips: Raymond Semp, Lesley Johnson, Ken
Hassell and David Oliver defeated last year’s losing finalists in
the first round of the 2014 Hubert Phillips. Fantastic result for

www.mcba.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Alan Stephenson
who was a member of the team that
triumphed in the Mid-Wales Congress in July.
Well done also to Dave and Jean Keen who
were a part of the team finishing a close 2nd in the
Manchester GP Teams in late July and to David Stevenson –
Liz Commins who were part of the foursome getting the
runners-up spot in the main Teams event at the Scarborough
Festival.
In mid-June a Bridge4Fun event was arranged at MBC. It
was a huge success and everyone involved in organising it
should be congratulated. Look out for it again next year as it
filled to capacity quickly this time.
Diary dates: Oct 11, NBL Round 4. Oct 19, Chester Bowl,
Deva BC. Nov 2, Merseyside Cup, MBC. Nov 30, Waterworth
Cup, MBC.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Tom Paske on winning
a bronze medal at the European Under 25s’ Pairs
Championship.
Well done to Alex Allfrey who was part of the
team that won the Brighton Four Stars ‘A’ Final;
Andrew McIntosh came 2nd and Simon Cope
3rd. Congratulations to Artur Malinowski who
won the Brighton Four Stars ‘B’ Final. Tom Paske won the
Mid-week Knockout Teams and Jeremy Dhondy came 2nd in
the Swiss Teams.
Congratulations to Jeremy Dhondy who won the Gerald
Faulkner Salver (Seniors Knockout, see page 11). Jeremy also
won the Swiss Teams at the Eastbourne Summer Seniors
Congress and the Teams event at the Scarborough Summer
Congress.

MICHELLE loved bridge and particularly enjoyed playing
in the Hubert Phillips Bowl (the English pivot mixed teams
championship) which she won on an incredible six occasions. This event held in her memory in Manchester reflects
that competition by playing a Swiss with six six-board
matches against different teams and with three different
partnerships. This year, a total of over £1,800 was raised for
Christie Hospital and St Anne’s Hospice. Nineteen teams
took part and the event was won by Michael Byrne, Alan
Mould, Sally Brock and Barry Myers.
Many top players took part; in the photo, from the left,
Barbara Hackett, Alan Mould, Rhona Goldenfield, John
Holland, Sally Brock and Catherine Draper.
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MICHELLE BRUNNER MEMORIAL EVENT

www.ebu.co.uk

In other events around the country David Sherman, Peter
Hasenson and John Vos won the Essex & Herts Swiss Teams;
Steve Root and Stefan Korchev won the Sussex Swiss Teams.

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
PERHAPS we could all have been brilliant bridge
players like Giles Ip (see photo below right) – if we
had started learning at 15. Aged just 24, he has
already won the Silver Plate, partnering his Dad
Gabriel in the Bridge Great Britain National
Teams Competition. ‘I find bridge challenging and enjoyable,’
said Giles. ‘I like the competition and the social side as well –
playing with Dad and different people of all ages I wouldn’t
usually get to know.’
Gabriel says Giles was 15 years old when he first studied
bridge. ‘To start off with it was all about me teaching him but
now he tells me things. He has been a very good pupil. Learning together at the table using hand records is our secret.’
And his long term bridge aim? ‘Maybe to represent
England,’ said Giles. ‘I’d like to travel abroad and play for my
country.’ In the meantime he is also playing plenty of sport
and working as an assistant PE teacher.

North East
www.neba.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to all our County competition winners – full details can be found online
on the EBU website and of course Neil Aiston,
our own webmaster, does an excellent job of
keeping us informed of all results for NEBA competitions, so
make sure you check the ‘News’ page to keep up to date with
future events and latest results. Nice photos too of all winners!
NEBA vs East of Scotland Match: an annual friendly match
is held each year in July and results this year were equally
divided with the Newcastle Journal Trophy being retained by
Scotland who won by 33 IMPs and the Edinburgh Salver won
by our B Team by 112 IMPs. Well done all (photo next page).
The Cramlington Congress as usual was a very big success,
held at the Holiday Inn, with excellent prizes. Congress
winners were Rosemary Jackson – Marjorie Swan from
Carlisle BC and runners-up from Chester-le-Street BC were
Phyllis Hands – James Grant. Congratulations.

Nottinghamshire
www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire
THE second County Match of the season in June against
Oxfordshire yielded an 11-9 draw for the first team but losses
for the second and third teams by 5-15 and 1-19 respectively.
Future county matches: away to Warks September 14, home vs
Worcs October 12, and home vs Staffs & Shrops November 9.
The Notts Green Point Event in July resulted in wins for
Notts players. Daniel and William Crook were clear winners
of the Swiss Pairs in a field of 51 pairs, while John and Irene
Auld, Lloyd Eagling and Keith Rodgers were first of 15
entrants in the Swiss Teams.

Oxfordshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
THERE were some excellent results at the EBU
Brighton Congress. In the Swiss Teams Four Stars A
Final, Robert Procter – Mike Robinson’s team
were 5th and Beryl and Chris Kerr and Kathy with
Denis Talbot qualified for the Four Stars B Final.
Ed Jones was 8th in the Swiss Pairs, in the winning Speedball
Swiss Team and 3rd in the Mixed Pivot Teams behind Lorna
Swadling, Rob Dixon, Alastair Gidman and Tim Dickinson
who were 2nd. Tim Dickinson won the Thursday Open Pairs
and Rob Dixon was 5th in the Mixed Pairs Championship.
At the Gloucestershire & Hereford Green Point Weekend,
David Southcombe was 3rd in the Swiss Pairs and Diana
Nettleton, Liza Furnival, Matthew Covill and Nigel Birks were
3rd in the Swiss Teams.
At the EBU Summer Seniors Congress, Robert Procter and
Mike Robinson’s team were 3rd in the Swiss Teams.
Diary dates: Tues Oct 28, OBA Men’s & Ladies’ Pairs. Sun
Nov 30, OBA Swiss Pairs Championship.

Somerset
www.somersetbridge.org.uk
ALAN and Jette Bailey won the North Wales Swiss
Pairs and the Swiss Pairs in Newport; they were also
2nd in the Swiss Teams with Bob and Jackie Baker.
Pat Ashford and Alan Fell came a commendable
5th in the EBU Summer Seniors Swiss Teams in

www.ebu.co.uk
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Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/
THERE were a number of successes for County members at the
Brighton Congress: Robert Miller, Jim Deacon and Mark
Hodgson won the Sunday Open Teams; Robert Miller – Tim
Durdin were 2nd in the Play with the Experts; Trevor Thrower –
Tim Durdin were 2nd in the Tuesday Open Pairs; Jim Deacon
was 2nd in the Tuesday Pairs Championship; Steve O’Kell –
Keith Nash were 2nd in the Thursday Open Pairs; Robert Miller,
Jim Deacon and Mark Hodgson were runners-up in the Midweek Knockout Teams.
Congratulations also to Graham and Berry Hedley who
won the Pairs B Final at the Summer Seniors Congress.
Diary dates: Sat Oct 11, Saturday Winter League, Stamford. Wed Oct 15, Wednesday Winter League, Northampton.
Sun Oct 26, Lakeland Trophy, Kettering. Sun Oct 26, Kettering
Trophy, Kettering. Sat Nov 8, Saturday Winter League,
Stamford. Wed Nov 19, Wednesday Winter League, Northampton. Sun Dec 7, Porch Trophy, Kettering.

Norfolk’s winning dad-and-son partnership,
Gabriel and Giles Ip
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Eastbourne. Roger Sweet and John Gibbs were in the team
which came 3rd in the English Riviera Congress. Nigel Maggs,
Jennifer McDermott, Alan Atkinson and John Staite
represented Somerset in the ‘C’ Division in the Inter-County
League and came 2nd. Tony Russ – Sharleen Wier were 4th in
the Dorset Swiss Pairs Event.
Congratulations to them all.

Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
A FANTASTIC result in the European Championship where Paul Hackett won gold in the
Seniors and Justin Hackett achieved bronze in
the Open.
On July 15 Shrewsbury Contract Bridge Club held its
inaugural meeting at its new venue, Crowmoor Baptist
Church Hall in the suburbs of Shrewsbury. Earlier on July 1st
the club celebrated its 60th anniversary with dinner and wine,
a pub-style quiz about 1954 and some bridge won by
Lawrence and Warren Perks.
Dan Crofts, Edward Levy, Mike Goldsmith and Andrew
Thompson retained the Midlands Counties Challenge Bowl
with our other team, Roy Edwards, Norman Jones, Mike
Cornes and Annette Lucas, finishing 4th.
Please note that the date of next year’s Shropshire Congress
has changed to the 11-12th April; the Congress will be held at
the Park Inn, Telford.

Suffolk

Photo: NEBA

www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to David Price, who won a
European gold medal with the England Seniors
Team in Croatia (see profile in ‘Top Table’, page 54).
Diary dates: Nov 2, Novice Pairs, Risbygate. Nov 16,
County Club Championship, Colchester.

Surrey
www.surreycountybridge.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to the Surrey team of Tony
Eastgate, Bob James, Nick Press and Robin Clarke
who beat Andrew Robson’s team in the Crockfords
Cup where they will now play Zia Mahmood’s
team. Good luck to them for this match!
At Brighton Rosie Robson – David James won the Brighton
Lite Swiss Pairs B Final. The team of Jeffrey Allerton, Frances
Hinden, Peter Lee and Graham Osborne were runners-up in
the Four Star Teams B Final.
Diary dates: Sun Nov 9, Friendly Pairs, Ripley. Sun Nov 30,
Senior Pairs, Oxshott. Enter via the Surrey website or contact
Frances Trebble, ( 01252 679883 or f.trebble@ntlworld.com.

Sussex
www.sccba.co.uk
IN the Green Point Swiss Teams in July the runnersup were Dave Nastaszczuk, Philip Hunt, Nigel Urban
and Neil Watts; Dave Franklin, Gerry Stanford,
David Gritt and Lindsay Geddes were 3rd. Congratulations to all.
Our Junior players have done very well at
Brighton: Chris Derrick was part of the winning partnership
in the U25s Pairs; Jonathan Derrick – Stephen Kennedy won
the U19s category, which also saw 11-year-old Zac Tenquist
make his competitive debut.
Congratulations to Howard Da Vall – Shirley Price who
won this year’s SCCBA Venture Pairs and to Gerry Stanford –
Dave Franklin who won the Green Point Swiss Pairs at East
Grinstead in June.
Don’t forget to enter the New Year Swiss Teams at Henfield
on January 11 – a great opportunity to catch up with friends
old and new in 2015.

North East teams at the County’s annual friendly match vs East of Scotland.
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Warwickshire

Worcestershire

www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk

www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire

THE 2015 Midland Counties Congress has a new
venue. West Midlands Bridge Club will host the
event on January 9-11. It is hoped that County
members will support at least one of the sessions.
Congratulations to Margaret Crangle on
reaching the rank of Premier Life Master.
The next masterclass run by Steve Green is on October 8.
Although the classes are aimed at partnerships wishing to
improve their judgement, understanding, and agreements,
individuals are also welcome From the excellent feedback so far,
places could be at a premium.
Diary dates: Oct 5, Rugby Salt Cellars Duplicate Pairs. Oct
22, Ladies’ and Men’s Pairs. Oct 30, Seniors Pairs. Nov 2, Chick
of the County Pairs. Nov 16, Mentored Novice Pivot Teams.
Full details of all competitions can be found on the County
website.

WHILE the County competitions take a break
over summer, members of the County
continue to take part in national events. A
notable success was achieved by the
Worcestershire County team in July in winning
the A Final of the National Inter-County Leagues Final, for
which they qualified by winning the Dawes League in the
2013-2014 season. Elsewhere, Worcester Bridge Club finished
4th in the Garden Cities National Final, having won their
Regional Final.
The County is organising two events for non-experts. The
Irene Allen Swiss Pairs is on Saturday October 18 at Cutnall
Green and, to help players prepare for this, a Pro-Am Teams
will be held on Monday October 13. Details of both are on the
County website.
At the time of writing there were still a few places left for
the Malvern Congress and we would encourage anyone who
has yet to enter to do so as quickly as possible.

Westmorland

Yorkshire

www.bridgewebs.com/westmorland
THOUGH the smallest EBU County, we
continue to make our mark on the national
bridge scene, annually entering a team in the
President’s Cup and two teams in the Northern
Bridge League. Our President’s Cup team did not
perform to their usual high standard, though
they did beat the eventual winners. In the first round matches
of the NBL, both B and C teams are lying mid-table.
Special congratulations go to the Kendal A team of Mike
and Sally-Ann Rothwell, Michael Cox and Malcolm Hartley
who are through to the semi-final (7th round) of the NICKO
Plate, the only northern team still standing! Mike and SallyAnn are also our most recent Life Masters.
Westmorland’s popular Swiss Pairs day at the end of
September is amalgamating with Cumbria. Their first joint
Swiss Teams and Pairs weekend took place in Kendal in
September, just after this magazine went to press, so results
will be published in the next issue.

Wiltshire

www.ycba.co.uk/
CONGRATULATIONS to Fiona Brown, a member
of the England Women’s team, who won silver at
the recent European Championships.
Winners of the inter-county President’s Cup:
Richard Pike, Dave Robinson, Tom Gisborne, Sandy Davies,
Phil Godfrey, James Thrower, Bill Townsend and Tony
McNiff.
At the EBU’s Scarborough Congress John Hayton – Philip
Clark were 2nd in the Swiss Pairs, while Carole Kelly, Geoff
Kenyon, Alan Brosgill and Robin Jepson were 3rd in the Teams.
Each year, the YCBA hosts the Northern Easter Festival on
behalf of the EBU. For 2015 this moves to an exciting new
venue at the Craiglands Hotel, Ilkley – a picturesque Dales
town with good travel connections and free car parking at the
hotel. The dates are Friday to Sunday April 3-5. Don’t miss it!
Diary dates: Oct 17, Improvers Pairs, Bradford. Oct 24,
YCBA Council Meeting, Bradford. Oct 26, Yorkshire League
(Round 1). Nov 2, Ryedale Pairs, York. Nov 16, Yorkshire
League (Round 2). Nov 30, Stratified Pairs, York.
r

OCTOBER 20th is the closing date
for the submission
of county reports for the next
issue of English Bridge.
Please e-mail: elena@ebu.co.uk
www.ebu.co.uk
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www.wcba.co.uk
WHILE looking forward to the coming
season, Wiltshire has a lot to be proud of – in
particular, Ambrose Holmes-Mackie – Ankush
Khandewal representing England at the European Youth Pairs
Championships in July. Although they didn’t qualify for the
final they acquitted themselves well finishing in the top
quarter of the Consolation Pairs along with Will Roper –
Matthew Jones.

Winners of the Yorkshire Newcomers Pivot Teams: left to right,
Jon Cowley, Nigel Peck, Vicki Hinchcliffe and Mary Cousins.
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Club Bidding Quiz
Answers to Questions on Page 45 by Julian Pottage
W

Hand 1
´ a4
™ J53
t 10 8 6 5
® a J 10 3

N
1®

E
1´

S
Pass

?

1NT. You have 10 points and a
club stopper but lack three-card
spade support. The range for a
1NT response to an overcall is slightly higher than
for a 1NT response to an opening bid. This is
because an overcall might be weaker than an
opening bid and because partner would double
with a really good hand.

W

Hand 2
´ aQJ95
™ J5
t 10 4 2
® Q 10 7

N
1nt

E
Pass

S
Pass

?

Pass. With a balanced hand, it is
too dangerous to bid, especially
when both sides are vulnerable.
Whoever goes down does so at 100 a time. A 2´
overcall would suggest a shapelier hand, usually a
six-card suit or a singleton somewhere.

Hand 3
´2
™Q3
ta
® KJ10876432

W
?

N

E

S

5®. You do not see a nine-card
suit every day. The extreme shape
justifies the extreme action of
pre-empting at the five level. This
opening will make life very difficult for the
opponents.

Hand 4
´a
™ aK97
tJ954
®Q432

click
link

W

N

E

Pass
?

1´

Pass

S
1t
2´

Double. A takeout double shows
a shortage in the suit doubled.
You could not double first time for fear of a spade
response. You do not need to worry about that now.
You are unlikely to score well letting the opponents
play quietly in 2´, if that is what they intend to do.

Hand 5
´ aK87652
™ 83
taK9
®5

W
1´
?

Hand 6
´ K954
™ K762
t K Q 10 6 5
® Void

W

N
Pass

E
2t

S
Pass

3´. You have a great hand with a
strong seven-card suit and a
partial fit for your partner's
diamonds. After the two-level response, your jump
rebid creates a game force. The extra space afforded
by rebidding 3´ rather than 4´ should help you
investigate slam possibilities.

N

E

S
1®

?

Double. You have opening values
and the perfect shape for the bid
with primary support for all the
other three suits. It is much better to show three
suits than one.
r

EUROPEAN JUNIOR PAIRS SUCCESS
Congratulations to graeme robertson and tom Paske who won the bronze medal in the European
under 25s Pairs Championships. tom also did well in the Mixed Pairs, finishing sixth with sarah
o'Connor; sarah then went on to finish fifth in the girls Pairs with sinead Bird.
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Rules & Maxims

The Rule of 19 – by Michael Byrne
RATING HHHHH

What is it?
The Rule of 19 is a guideline for determining
whether or not you can consider opening the
bidding. Add the length of your two longest suits to
your point count, and if the total comes to 19 you
can think about opening. So if you are 5-4 in your
two longest suits, you need 10 points (5+4+10=19);
if you are 6-4 you need a minimum of 9 points
(6+4+9=19).
When does it apply?
It only applies when you hold an unbalanced hand.
A lot of people try use it to open with a 4-4-3-2 11
count – this is not appropriate.
You also need to agree with your partner that you
are going to open ‘light’ and make a note of it on
your convention card, so that your opponents can
be ready for it.
Why does it work?
The more shape you have, the more playing strength
your hand contains, and the more tricks you will
take. If you have a 5-5 hand of around 9-10 points,
then you have fair chances of making a game contract
if your partner has a fit with you and opening values,
as your singleton, doubleton and good suits will see
you home. If you have slightly more points, then you
can have a little less shape and so on.

What are the problems?
It is important to realise that if a hand satisfies the
Rule of 19, then that means you can consider
opening the bidding with it; it does not mean you
should open automatically. A better way to think
about the rule is that if your hand fails the Rule of
19, then you can’t open the bidding; if it passes the
Rule of 19, then you can give it a second look.
Another key problem is that the Rule of 19 fails to
take into account that honours are always better in
long suits than in short ones. A-K-10-8-4 and a
small singleton outside is significantly better than
K-10-8-4-2 and a singleton ace outside, as the ace in
the first suit backs up the king.
What more do I need to know?
There are other factors that you need to consider
before you open light. Do you have a good suit to
open? If the answer is no, then don’t bother opening
light as you will end up being outbid and partner
will lead the wrong thing.
Can you show your suits economically? If you
hold 5-5 in spades and hearts then you can open 1´
and rebid hearts letting partner choose. If you hold
5-5 in spades and diamonds however, then if you
open 1´ and partner responds in hearts, you will
have to rebid spades (1´ – 2™ – 3t is a reverse);
now the diamonds might be lost forever.
r

Free trial ´ Acol widely played
Special subscription rates for EBU members
Friendly & fun online club for all players
www.ebu.co.uk
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The Five-card Major System
HAVING started discussing the importance of the
1™/1´ openers, it is vital to understand fully how to
respond to them.
In the last issue I looked at using the Level of the
Fit, allied with the use of Bergen Raises and Jacoby
2NT. (Remember these are optional approaches;
you can use a much more natural style if you feel
more comfortable.)

Responding to 1™/1´ as a Passed Hand
Firstly: a) no Jacoby; b) no Bergen Raises!
With a fit for partner’s major I recommend that a
jump in a new suit is a ‘fit-showing jump’ click
(see June 2013, pages 44-45), so holding
link
Hand A:

Hand A
´ 43
™ AJ85
t K J 10 5 2
®65

You
Pass
3t

Opener
1™

This bid shows nice diamonds (usually at least five
cards) and a primary heart
fit (four cards in length at
least). This replaces Bergen
Raises as a passed hand.
Similarly you cannot have 13+ high-card points
(HCP) and a fit, so 2NT is no longer needed as
Jacoby. I recommend it shows a good four-card raise
(as it would after an opponent’s take-out double),
i.e. four-card support and 10+ HCP approx.

NEW VIDEOS FOR TDS
To help club TDs with some of the more
commonly occurring situations in which
they may be called, the EBU has
produced a series of videos.

click

Visit:

link

www.ebu.co.uk/laws-and-ethics/td-videos
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Part V – by Neil Rosen
Drury

Many people now use this convention, which originally hailed from the US. The idea is that as a
passed hand you split the range of raising the major
to the two level, as below:

• After a 1™/1´ opening, a raise to 2™/2´ shows
•

5-8 HCP, usually three-card support, or four
cards with a very stodgy hand.
After a 1™/1´ opening, a bid of 2® is artificial
and shows a good 9+ HCP and three-card
support.

Continuations after 1™/1´ – 2®
The idea is that the opener simply rebids his suit at
the two level with a minimum/sub-minimum
opening bid. Opener can bid 2t without a real
diamond suit simply to say his hand is better than
minimum without a clear-cut alternative bid. Any
other bid is natural-ish and suggests that there is a
possibility of game facing a passed partner. For
example, say you hold Hand B:
You
Hand B
´ AQJ62
™ K74
tA75
®65

1´
2t

Partner
Pass
2®

Here 2t just signifies a
better than minimum hand.
Most people play that a
jump to 3t instead would
be a splinter bid.
Much debate raged in this country as to the
ethical legality of this convention when it was first
introduced, since it was sometimes used to control
and moderate a possible psychic third-in-hand
action by partner. Fortunately common sense has
prevailed and the convention is now permitted –
which sensibly enhances the bidding methods by
giving more definition. It allows a simple raise to be
5-8 HCP only, allowing much better judgement as
www.ebu.co.uk
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to when to make game-tries opposite.
Let’s bid a few hands and recap . . .

spades. Here you can use Drury
(sometimes referred to as a ‘Power Raise’)
to show your decent three-card raise.

Responding to 1™/1´ Quiz
What do you respond to a 1´ opening a) as a nonpassed hand and b) as a passed hand on each of the
hands below:

Hand 1
´ AJ5
™ 74
tKJ63
®J865

Hand 2
´ AQ72
™ 74
tA752
®652

Hand 3
´ KQ6
™ 72
t965
® A J 10 5 2

Hand 4
´ 62
™ A74
tKQ85
®Q965

Hand 3: a) 1NT. I recommend this for everyone
playing the 2-over-1 variation of the
system, where a 2® response (lower of
two four-card suits, remember) would in
fact be forcing to game, hence an opening
hand would be needed.
b) 1NT. Also 1NT as a passed hand can be
up to 11 HCP (probably not a great 11 in
practice, as you would have opened the
bidding!). If the hand is not strong
enough to open, it should only be responding 1NT, in my opinion.

Two-over-one Game-forcing

Answers
Hand 1: a) 2´. Remember that a single raise shows
up 10 HCP with a flat hand.
b) 2®, showing a ‘good 2´ bid’, i.e. threecard support and a good 9+ HCP.
Hand 2: a) 3t. A Bergen raise, showing a limit
raise with at least four trumps (10-12
HCP).
b) 2NT. As a passed hand, you can show a
good raise with at least four trumps via
2NT. This should not be used as a natural
bid.
Hand 3: a) 3®. A Bergen raise, showing a limit
raise with precisely three trumps. Note
that despite only 10 HCP you have a
decent five-card suit to promote the hand
away from a simple 2´ raise.
b) 2®. 3® would not be a Bergen raise as
a passed hand – it would be fit-showing,
promising at least five clubs and four
www.ebu.co.uk

Please note that for each individual partnership this
aspect is entirely optional.
Assuming you do decide to give it a go however,
many, many more auctions become possible that are
not available in Standard Acol. If you do not enjoy
complex auctions, I do not recommend 2-over-1
but if you do like to enjoy your bidding then give it
a try!
The essential premise is that a change of suit at
the two level (NOTE: not a jump!) as a response to
an opening bid is forcing to game. Thus:
1t
1™
1™
1´
1´
1´

–
–
–
–
–
–

2®
2®
2t
2®
2t
2™

are all natural bids, but played as FG (forcing to
game). In practice, for simplicity, most partnerships
play them as showing 12+ HCP (13 for the
extremely cautious amongst you). They can be
made with less if you take an extreme shine to the
hand, of course.

Continued on next page 
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Thus, holding Hand C:

Hand C
´ Q62
™ A J 10 9 5 4
tKJ5
®3

Facing a 1´ opening you
should certainly force to
game with 2™ in my
opinion, the spade fit
making this clear-cut.

The 1NT Response
This is now played as wide ranging (5-11 HCP
approx.). The US treatment is to play it as forcing
for one round. I do not recommend this approach.
I prefer 1NT to be ‘semi-forcing’, i.e. opener can pass
with a balanced hand of 11-14 HCP.
After an opening bid of 1t you can bid 1NT with
5-10 HCP and 2NT with 11-12, so the 1NT
response in practice is not too wide-ranging.
After an opening bid of 1™/1´, a 1NT response is
more like 5-11 HCP (and should be alerted as such)
in practice, since 2NT is not available as natural
(Jacoby takes precedence here).

Opener’s Action after a Two-over-one Response
All bids as described are natural but FG (12+ HCP).
Opener’s actions are as follows:
a) All fairly natural, no hidden complexities
need to be used here. There is of course
room for partnerships to develop their own
ideas and continuations.
b) Since responder is known to be strong, then
reverses by opener can be shaded down a bit
– I recommend 14+ HCP as a guideline
here.
c) Rebidding the major by opener nearly
always guarantees six cards.
d) Bidding 2NT shows
11-14 balanced (or
Hand D
sometimes
semi´ KJ984
balanced).
Thus,
™ A62
holding Hand D as
t5
opener, after the
®KJ63
auction has started
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1´ – 2t it is generally better to bid 2NT
rather than rebidding the spades (which
would show a six-card suit). Note the hand
is not strong enough to bid the clubs. In
practice, I play that 2NT is actually 11-14
HCP or 18-19 (responder assumes the
weaker variation and the opener continues
bidding to show 18-19 – quite safe of course
when you remember that the responder has
shown an opening hand!) For example, in
the auction below:
Opener
1™
2NT
4NT

Responder
2®
3NT

The 4NT bid would show the 18-19 HCP
type as otherwise opener would obviously
pass with 11-14.
e) A jump to 3NT from either partner at any
time during a two-over-one auction should
be ascribed a special meaning. I recommend
it to show 15-17 HCP – whichever hand bids
it. This can be a vital piece of definition; an
accusation often levelled at the two-overone system is that no-one ever knows the
‘strength’ of the hand opposite – just the
shape gets shown!
f) A jump bid by opener in his own suit should
guarantee a good suit (solid or one-loser at
worst). Thus sometimes the simple rebid
can conceal quite a strong hand – not a
problem when you remember the auction
cannot stop short of game!
g) A jump by opener in a new suit is a splinter;
for example:
Opener
1™
3t/3´

Responder
2®

Both of these jumps should be splinters (in
reality any Acol expert should already be
comfortable with this treatment)
Here are some example hands where you can look at
www.ebu.co.uk
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and compare the auctions with the Standard Acol
auctions. In each case West is the dealer.

Deal 1
´
™
t
®

Q65
K743
A72
K43

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

5-card Major Auction
1® –1™
2™ – Pass

73
QJ52
K9863
Q9

Deal 2
KJ962
A3
K72
Q43

N
W

E
S

5-card Major Auction
1´ – 1NT
Pass

KJ962
A32
K72
Q4

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

5-card Major Auction
1´ – 2´
Pass

´
™
t
®

73
K84
AQ863
J96

Acol Auction
1´ – 2t
2´ – Pass

Acol struggles into the poor 5-2 fit (or 2NT if East
feels so inclined). You can routinely stop in a much
safer, higher-scoring contract, always a high points
earner whether at match-points or IMPs.

Q73
K874
J863
A6

Acol Auction
1´ – 2t
2´ – 3´
4´ – Pass

Acol Auction
1NT – Pass

Acol routinely misses major-suit part-scores as we
can easily see here. A 1NT opening bid would be
passed out.
Using our system, you open 1® and East must
respond 1™. The major-suit fit thus comes to light.
Note that if East wrongly responded 1t, West
would rebid 1NT not 1™ and the heart fit would fail
to come to light.

´
™
t
®

Deal 3
´
™
t
®

Playing Acol, East is virtually honour-bound to
raise to 3´ to admit to the partial fit. This will often
prove too high.
A balanced 10-count always raises just to the two
level in our system, thus providing the security of
remaining at the two level (often the last making
spot).

Deal 4
´
™
t
®

K 10 9 6 2
A932
A2
K4

N
W

E
S

5-card Major Auction
1´ – 3®
3™ – 4´
Pass

´
™
t
®

A73
87
KQ874
Q86

Acol Auction
1´ – 2t
2™ – 3´
4´ – Pass

Both auctions lead to 4´ here – so there is no great
overall difference. One small benefit, however, is
that by using a Bergen raise East does not have to
reveal his diamond suit during the auction. In
essence, the more you can minimise telling the opponents about your hand during the auction, the
better!

Continued on next page 
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Dealing with Intervention after 1™/1´ Openings
Deal 5
´
™
t
®

K J 10 9 6 2
A3
Q72
Q4

N
E

W
S

´
™
t
®

5-card Major Auction
1´ – 2®
2´ – 4´
Pass

Q7
K8
A863
KJ872

Acol Auction
1´ – 2®
2´ – 3NT
Pass

Acol normally ends up with East punting 3NT and
West guessing whether to pass or remove to 4´
(guessing badly – usually, in my case!). In the Fivecard Major auction, when West shows six spades,
East has an easy decision.

Deal 6
´
™
t
®

A 10 8 6 2
A32
Q72
A4

N
W

E
S

5-card Major Auction
1´ – 4´
Pass

´
™
t
®

K9754
8
K8653
72

Acol Auction
1´ – ???

Relatively easy playing Five-card Majors to raise
straight to the four level. Two nice kings and a fair
bit of shape allow the Level of the Fit principle to
take over. You might be making a contract at the
four level, but if not the opponents certainly could
make something so you want to aim for maximum
disruption.
But playing Acol? Who knows . . .
If you jump straight to 4´, invariably you catch
partner with 15-16 HCP balanced – just enough to
stop the opponents making anything but often not
enough (unless you have quite a fortuitous mesh) to
make 4´.
What is the alternative? 2´? 3´? Not at all clear
for Acol players, to tell you the truth.
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There is again quite a lot of scope here. I will present
a few simple ideas.
a) A new suit at the two level by responder
cannot necessarily be FG. It is played as
forcing for one round (F1). It therefore
simply shows 10+ points as in standard
methods.
b) When the opponents overcall, make use of
the Level of the Fit principle by often raising
to the three level with four-card support and
a bit of shape. For example, holding Hand E:

If partner opens 1™
and the next hand
overcalls with 2t,
raising to 3™ is quite
normal,
showing
fewer than the
values for a UCB.
c) UCBs (Unassuming Cue Bids (see pages 2425, June 2012). These show support click
for partner and 10+ HCP (well, in link
reality a good 9 – as usual).
I like to differentiate between three- and
four-card support, however, to aid partner
in both part-score and higher judgement, so:
i)
A cue bid shows three-card support,
e.g. 1™ – (2®) – 3®,
whereas:
ii)
A bid of 2NT shows four-card support,
e.g. 1™ – (2®) – 2NT.
Clearly the introduction of 2NT as not
natural is a significant change. It takes a bit
of getting used to but the gains far outweigh
the losses.
If you have a natural 2NT bid to make,
either make a negative double or introduce a
new suit – no problem!
d) Use jumps in new suits after overcalls or
doubles to be ‘fit-showing’ as I have
described earlier. Thus:
1™ – (2®) – 3t = fit showing
1™ – (2®) – 4t = splinter
Hand E
´ 82
™ K763
t94
®QJ652

www.ebu.co.uk
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e) Some people choose to play special methods
when their opponents double a 1™/1´
opener (some use transfers, for example).
I will leave that to your individual
partnerships to resolve.

The Strong No-trump
This is really the easiest change of all that we have
made. We all know how to open and respond to
1NT already.
A few small changes in ethos:
1.

2.
3.

Opening 1NT on 5-3-3-2 hands in the 15-17
HCP range and containing a five-card major
works much better than opening 1™/1´.
This is not always the case when playing a
weak no-trump – though many of you are
probably accustomed to this style already.
Many 5-4-2-2 hands without a convenient
rebid should open 1NT.
Sometimes even with a six-card minor 1NT
is the best bid, for example holding a hand
such as Hand F:

Hand F
´ K9
™ AQ6
tA6
® Q 10 6 5 4 2

This works best
when the minor is
not of terrific quality.
Otherwise, simply
open the minor and
jump to the three
level for your rebid.

Strong 1NT Quiz
Which of the following hands should be opened
with a strong no-trump?

Hand 1
´ AKJ63
™ 74
tK63
®A65

Hand 2
´ AKJ54
™ 74
tKQ52
®Q5

Hand 3
´ AJ83
™A
tKJ74
®K542

Hand 4
´ 62
™ AJ4
t Q 10 5
®AKQJ7

Hand 5
´ AJ76
™ K2
tKQ65
®A52

Hand 6
´ AQ
™ K742
tK5
®A9865

Answers overleaf 

Advantages of the Strong No-trump
1.
2.

3.

It suffers very few penalties (in practice, it’s
almost never doubled).
Major-suit part-scores are found more easily
by not pre-empting your own side with the
weak no-trump.
15-17 HCP is an excellent range for auction
development. Knowledge that opener has
12-14 HCP, or 18-19 if balanced, and not
opening 1NT is much clearer and more
efficient than Acol.

www.ebu.co.uk
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Answers
Hand 1
´ AKJ63
™ 74
tK63
®A65

Yes – an easy one to start
with. Don’t worry about the
five card major or small
doubleton heart – life’s too
short!

Hand 6
´ AQ
™ K742
tK5
®A9865

Yes. With moderate clubs
and strong doubletons I
believe 1NT to be much the
best bid here.

Responding to a 15-17 1NT
Hand 2
´ AKJ54
™ 74
tKQ52
®Q5

No. A 5-4-2-2 with a fivecard major should bid
naturally, hence 1´ followed
by 2t should be the plan.

Hand 3
´ AJ83
™A
tKJ74
®K542

No. A 4-4-4-1 shape should
not open 1NT (never with a
singleton). Open 1t – the
suit below the singleton if
that is your usual style, or
1® otherwise (I prefer 1t).

Hand 4
´ 62
™ AJ4
t Q 10 5
®AKQJ7

No. Remember you can
upgrade the hand, i.e. with a
very good five-card suit add
a point on – then show it in
the range 18-19 not 15-17.
This approach will generate
you enormous gains in the
long-term.

Hand 5
´ AJ76
™ K2
tKQ65
®A52

Yes – nice and straightforward this time.
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Just use your current methods but tailor the point
counts accordingly; that is:
With 8/9 HCP you can invite game.
With 10+ you can force to game.
A simple scheme of responses might look something like this.
After an opening 1NT:
2®
= Stayman (or non-promissory
Stayman if your 2NT response is
not natural).
= Transfer to hearts.
2t
= Transfer to spades.
2™
2´
= Transfer to clubs
2NT
= Transfer to diamonds.
3-level bids = Slam try, 6+ card suit

Responding to a 15-17 1NT Quiz
Hand 1
´ KJ843
™ 74
tA75
®Q43

Hand 2
´ KJ8742
™ 62
tA93
®Q7

Hand 3
´ Q62
™ Q63
t A 10 9 5
®Q72

Hand 4
´ Q5
™ AQ7
tAQ98
®Q854

www.ebu.co.uk
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Hand 5
´ Q8742
™ Q763
t542
®9

YEAR END
CONGRESS

Greenpointed

Hand 6
´ A3
™ KQJ872
tA853
®6

Answers

Royal National Hotel, London WC1

Hand 1: 2™. Transfer to spades then bid 3NT next
to offer opener a choice of contract.

Special package deals are available – single-bedded rooms
only - at the nearby Imperial Hotel. For details and
reservations contact Imperial Hotel Ltd.,
Central Reservations Office ( 020 7278 7871

Hand 2: 2™. You actually have a choice here. You
can transfer then raise to game, or you
can jump to 4´ directly. I only recommend the latter if your partner is struggling with a headache! Generally it is
much wiser to negotiate for the strong
no-trump hand to be declarer if at all
possible.

Stratified Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams
Mixed and Open Pairs
Really Easy Afternoon
Entries / enquiries to EBU Comps Dept

( 01296 317203 or 01296 317219
or book online at www.ebu.co.uk
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Hand 3: 3NT – an easy one at last!
Hand 4: 4NT – quantitative. This shows that facing
a maximum 17 count you will have
enough for 6NT (33 HCP generally, when
no long suits expected).

NORTHERN
YEAR END CONGRESS
NEW
VENUE

Hand 5: 2® – Stayman. I have never believed you
need any values for this, and holding both
majors the bid is obvious. If partner disappoints by bidding 2t you can still bid
2´ – to play.
Hand 6: 3™. Enough for a fully-fledged slam try
here. Opener will know that you guarantee at least six hearts so will look at his
strength and controls rather than particularly at his degree of fit for hearts. r

Mercure Dunkenhalgh Hotel,
Clayton le Moors BB5 5JP ( 01254 426800
Bluepointed

Mixed / Open Pairs
Swiss Pairs, Swiss Teams

Greenpointed

Entries / enquiries to EBU Comps Dept

( 01296 317203 or 01296 317219
or book online at www.ebu.co.uk

www.ebu.co.uk
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In Memoriam
KEITH JARRETT (Berks & Bucks). Keith died on 28th
June. He had been associated with Berks and Bucks
CBA for more than fifty years since he first joined the
committee. He held various positions before being invited to become Chairman from 1979 to 1983. More
recently he was appointed a Life Member.
As an EBU Tournament Director he worked under
Harold Franklin at congresses in London and various
prestigious events.
Keith worked with Lyn Stancer in establishing Lyncroft Bridge Club, which later became the original
Gerrards Cross Bridge Club. With his wife, Merle, he
taught hundreds to play bridge and founded
Cookham Bridge Club where some of their pupils still
play. In addition to representing both clubs in the
League of Eight, he also played for the ‘A’ teams of New
Amersham and Austenwood.
SALLIE GREEN (Cornwall). Sallie Green played at three
Cornish clubs, and at Exeter after moving to Sidmouth
to be near her children.
She was an extremely good, if somewhat quirky,
player, refusing to look at bridge magazines or books –
and does anyone else still play three-way-revolving?
She had cancer for three years but continued to drive
back to Cornwall to play for the County 'B' team, and
to take part in competitions. With Rob Mabley she
won the inaugural County Swiss Pairs and the Star
Masters in 2013 and 2014. They were second in the
Championship Pairs at Congress, and second in the
Swiss Teams at Barnstaple. In her final week, she won
two Devon club championships. We miss her.
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RICHARD SELWAY (London). We are very sad to
report the death of London member Richard
Selway, who died on 19th July after a long illness. A
fine player and a great character, for many years
Richard was a host at TGR’s Bridge Club. He will be
much missed and our condolences go to his family.
TONY BELL (North East). It is with great sadness that
Hexham Bridge Club announce the death of Tony
Bell.
A well known figure in bridge circles Tony will be
remembered as a true gentleman and his courtesy at
the bridge table should be a lesson to us all. In his
quiet way he was always encouraging, especially to
new players, and very knowledgeable about the game
of bridge. He was a member of Hexham Bridge Club
for twenty-three years and a past member of Brunton
and Newcastle clubs. Tony played in many NEBA
events over the years and he was invited to play for
the County on a number of occasions. He will be
sorely missed by all who knew him.
RAY ROBERTS, and JOHN AND JOSIE FORRO (Sussex).
Sadly we have recently lost some good friends of
Sussex bridge. Ray Roberts, a well-known figure in
the County, passed away after losing his fight with
cancer. Also John and Josie Forro, who owned the
Avenue Bridge Club for a time in the 1990s, died
peacefully at home after illnesses bravely borne. We
are sure they are playing some heavenly rubbers in
the Great Bridge Club in the Sky, and we who remain
will remember them fondly.
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Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk
At the County AGM, the Handicapped Pairs
was won by Robert Glass - Damian Nicholls.
In the first event of the new county season,
David Beacham – Hilda Ball retained their
title in the Non-Expert Pairs.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk
Winners of the BBA Champions’ Trophy on 26
June were Bob Brown – Andrew Mason.

Berks and Bucks
www.berks-and-bucks-cba.co.uk
The BBCBA AGM was held during the tea interval
of the Perkins Cup competition in July. Anders
Wallen, outgoing chairman, reported on a
successful year and highlighted the achievement of
the county retaining the Tollemache Cup. A warm
vote of thanks was given to Anders for his hard work as
chairman – he continues as treasurer. Dick Davey is the new
chairman.
The Perkins Cup was won by Ed Scerri, Richard Bowdery,
Dick Davey and Bill Charlwood. The winner of the Victor
Ludorum was Ed Scerri, with David Owen in second place. At
the Green Point Swiss events in June the Pairs was won by Rob
Cliffe – Eric Leong, the teams by Richard Bowdery (for the
third consecutive year), Steve Root, Stefan Skorchev and Lee
Rosenthal.
Diary dates: Oct 12, Swiss Pairs for the Denys Jenkins Cup.
Nov 9, Butler Pairs for the Jarrett Cup. Nov 23, Friendly Pairs
for the Alan Boothroyd Plate.

Channel Islands
www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/
COUNTY RESULTS: County Sims: 1. Chris Hill – Jane
Knight; 2. Andy Hall – Michael Allen. County Individual:
1. Jackie Rumball; 2. Chris Hill.
DISTRICT RESULTS: Guernsey Unrestricted Pairs: 1. Dan
McIntosh – Robert Plumley; 2. Alex Gauld – Rudi Falla.
Guernsey Lower Restricted: 1. Kay Rawlins-Duquemin – Susan
Jones; 2. Rod Goldsbrough – Peter Keeling. Guernsey District
Teams: 1. Robert Plumley, Rudi Falla, Alex Gauld, Dan
McIntosh, Cherry McMillen and John Hibbs. Jersey District
Individual: 1. Jackie Rumball; 2. Chris Hill.
CLUB RESULTS: Victoria Club: Open Pairs: 1. Harold
Walden – Mike Newman; 2. Derek Turner – Ken Trent. Men’s
Pairs: 1. Stephen Peck – Robert Brouard; 2. Howard BasdenSmith – Chris Hill. Ladies’ Pairs: 1. Susan Batty – Ann
Burnett; 2. Sue Belgrove – June Le Blancq.
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Cornwall
www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
The Jo Brown Memorial Competition was won by
Steve Flavell – Peter Shepherd, from Brian
Colvin – Robbie Bhonsle. £237 was raised for the
Cornwall Leukaemia Trust.

Derbyshire
http://www.dcba.org.uk/
In the Summer Swiss Teams, currently at week 11
out of 12, the current leader is team Sowter. Last
year’s winners, team Smedley, are in 2nd place
trailing by 4.69 VP and third placed is team Wells,
only a further 1.24 VP behind so any of these
teams can win this event.
Winners of the Atkins Cup, DCBA Swiss Pairs: Amanda and
John Sowter. Winners of the Dodson Shield, DCBA Men’s
Pairs: Alan Smith – Jim Parker. Winners of the Corry Cup,
DCBA Ladies Pairs: Sheena Haytack – Mary Marshall.

Devon
www.devonbridge.co.uk
Congratulations to Richard Lingham winning
the Victor Ludorum.
Congratulations also to the following: Devon
Teams – Warner Solomon; Devon Plate – Robin
Mardlin. East League Div. 1 – John Edwards; Div. 2 – Nigel
Hamlyn; Div. 3 – Shelagh Hughes. North League Div. 1 – Neil
Marsden; Div. 2 – Nicky Sundan. South League Div. 1 – Tim
Walton; Div. 2 – Mike Kelsey.

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
Well done! Congratulations to Hutton on
winning the Friendly League. Thanks to Bernie
Hunt for hosting the final series of matches and
to Graham Foster who instigated the
competition.
The George Curtis was won by Margaret Curtis – David
Sherman with Frank Morrison – Peter Franklin; equal second
were Peter Scotting, Pat Johnson, Tony Verran and Geoff
Wootton, and Alan Cohen, Richard Register, Yvonne Dias and
Allan Greenstein.
Well done to Monty Krimgoltz – Cecil Leighton on
winning the Warboys, with John Williams – Ted Cockle
second and Paul Mollison – Bernie Hunt third.
In the Club Pairs, Keith Thomson – William Yeung won
with Alan Bryant – Geoff Webber second, and Tanya Genthe –
Paul Ewers third.
In the Pro-Am Pairs, Keith Thompson – Vinay Ghandi
won; Michael Watson – Vaughn Jenkins were second and John
Birch – Jiwan Jain were third.
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Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk
Well done to Patrick Shields, Joe Angseesing,
Derek Rue, Jim Simons and Keith Stanley for
winning the County Knock-Out two years
running.

Hants and IoW
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
Winners of last year’s county leagues: Div.3, Liz
Madeley. Southampton League Teams: Div. 1,
Jeremy Baker, Div. 2, Roger Johnson, Div. 3, David
Karfoot. Pivot Teams: Roger Johnson. Gosport
League Teams: Div. 1, Kestrels, Div. 2, Jupiter. Lymington
League Teams: Brockenhurst.
Southampton Pivot Teams: Roger Johnson, Jim Parlour,
John Folkes, David Dawson. Gosport League: Div. 1, Kestrels,
Div. 2, Jupiter. Lymington League: Brockenhurst (Kathy Vaile,
John Moore, Dave Wheeler, Andrew Bennett, Guy Lawrenson).

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
Swiss Pairs: 1. Bill Gardner – Corneliu Rimboiu;
2. Andrew Bennett – David Hinkin. There were
118 pairs in this event.
The Swiss Teams was won by Peter Hasenson,
Dimitre Stoev and John Vos.
Victor Ludorum: Open: Celia and Derek Oram; Intermediates: Colin Haywood – Ian Kemp; Cadets: Joan
Grundon – Stephen Coade.

Kent
www.kcba.org.uk
At the KCBA committee meeting held in June,
Ian Ottley was unanimously awarded Honorary
Vice President status for his services to bridge
clubs in Kent, teaching and County, and EBU
directing.
Mike Hampton – Michael Prior won the Kent Swiss Pairs
Championship and the Phillimore Cup.
Diary dates: Sun Oct 12, Mixed Pairs Championship (Dyer
Smith Cup/ Hunter Cup), 11am, TW. Kent Congress: Sat Oct
25, 1pm TW (Swiss Pairs); Sun Oct 26, 11am, TW (Greenpointed Swiss Teams).

Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
Preston Pairs: 1. Andrew and Veronica Petrie; 2.
Nick and Sue Woodcock .
Diary dates: Oct 11, Northern Bridge League,
Round 4. Oct 16, LCBA Congress Teams,
Blackburn. Oct 25, LCBA Congress Pairs, Bolton. Nov 9,
Pendle Witch Pairs, Brierfield. Nov 16, Foundation Cup Swiss
Teams, Blackburn. Dec 7, Lytham Rose Bowl.
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Leicestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
Samani Salver (Summer Knockout – Handicap
Teams of Four competition): the final will be
between Hinckley and Westcotes A1 who
respectively won against Bradgate A1 and
Melton in the semi-finals.
In the Samani Plate (for first round losers), the final will be
between Golf and Grantham B2 (holders) who respectively
won against Blaby A and Westcotes B in the semi-finals.

London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
London Trophy: 1. Robson’s Rovers (Michael Kaye,
Terry Chapman, Helen Erichsen, Edward Sunley);
2. Home Office (Ravinder Walia, Tony Rawsthorne, Jeff Gill, Peter Jones); 3. Livesey BC
(Philip Watson, Chris Wright, Tom Tomlin, Michael Galgut);
4. White Horses (Nick Boss, Michael Glazebrook, Ruth
Glazebrook, Claire Robinson).
Della-Porta Plate: 1. RAC Blue (Bob Bowman, David Glass,
Richard Hutchison, Pralab Barua, Andrew Kisiel, Brigitte
Kisiel); 2. Phoenix (Peter Bentley, Ken White, Graham
Clements, Chris Wal, Yola Makatrevicz, Alan Webster).
London League, Div. 1: 1. YC5 (Brian McGuire); 2. YC3
(David Ould). Div. 2: 1. YC1 (Fiona Hutchison); 2. Café
Bridge (Brian Wallace). Div. 3: 1. The Slammers (Keith Clow);
2. August Red (Mark Davies). Newcomers: 1. Crouch End
(Alan Whitehouse).

Manchester
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
National League Final: Manchester were
runners-up to Worcestershire in the National
County Teams of Eight A Division Final. Well
done to Rodney Lighton, John Currie,
Michael Byrne, Michael Newman, Kath and Alan Nelson, Alec
Smalley and Tom Slater.
MCBA Green Point Swiss Teams, held in July: congratulations to Jeff Morris, John Hassett, Alan Mould plus John
Matheson from Scotland on winning this event. Second were
Nicholas Greer, Neil Thomas, Jean and Dave Keen. In third
place were Bernard and Rhona Goldenfield, Joy and Irving
Blakey.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
Congratulations to the Martin team (Vic Martin,
Laurence Powell, Ian Budden, Wiktor Staniaszek
and David Arundel) for winning the Middlesex
Plate; the runners-up were Jeff Lewis, Steve Morley,
Harvey White, Ken Kentea and Nick Bryant.
All results, diary dates and much more
information including Hand of the Week can be
found on the Middlesex County Bridge Association website.
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Diary dates: Nov 16, Senior Pairs, Pinner Bridge Club,
2pm. Nov 29-30, Middlesex Congress, Queen Elizabeth’s
School, Barnet, 12pm each day (Swiss Pairs Saturday and
Swiss Teams Sunday). There are also a number of Mixed Pairs
and Championship Pairs heats. For full details please visit the
county website which has an extensive competitions calendar:
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
The Eastern Counties Trophy for County
Championship Teams was won by Mervyn
Scutter, Nigel Block, Paul Darby and Steve
Dannell in a play-off against a team captained by
John Harrison.
The programme of summer events has given the following
results:
Harry Hunt Cup/Lowestoft Trophy: Gabriel and Giles Ip.
Dereham/Swaffham Trophy: Neil and Laura Tracey.
Gentleman’s Pairs for the Glauert Trophy: Gabriel and Giles
Ip.
Ladies’ Pairs for the Pam Allwood Trophy: Barbara Hacker
– Suzanne Gill.
Barbara Thompson Trophy (new) at Holt: Peter and Brenda
Howlett.
Mills-Knight Trophy for Mixed Pairs: Peter Cotes – Trish
Raywood.
Broke Cup for Married Pairs: Mike and Barbara Harnden.
Wymondham Trophy (Restricted Pairs): Sue Hutchings –
Chris Cunnington.
Shaw Trophy: Gabriel and Giles Ip.
In Eastern County League Matches against Cambs and
Hunts the A and C Teams won, but the B Team lost. Against
Northants all three teams lost.

North East
www.neba.co.uk
Congratulations to Mark Stanners and Ray Green,
winners of the Summer Pairs Final at Cramlington.
The ‘Northern Open Pairs’ competition was
held at a new venue this year – Castle Morpeth
Bridge Club. The event was well attended and a very pleasant
afternoon of bridge with cream scone and tea had by all. Bev
Godfrey – Nichola Cockerill-Smith took home the Ian Spoors
Claret Jug with 69% and Rosemary Gray and Simon Hedley
were runners up with 65%. Congratulations.
A new Swiss Pairs event was held in August at Durham
Bridge Club (start time 10.45am, playing 36 boards) and
overall winners were Hayden Dando – Ted Murdoch and
winners of the NGS ranking of 10 or below were Irene
Burns – Joan Crompton. Well done.
At the Scarborough Congress Steve and Georgia Ray were
5th in the three-session Summer Swiss Pairs event, and Liz
Reese – Bob Watts came 7th. John Atthey’s team was 3rd in
the ‘B’ Team Final.
The NBL ‘B’ team won their first match of the season in
Leeds; Sue and Dick Davies came top in the Butler Scores.
Good start.
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Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/
The Murchie Lerner Trophy was won by Bill Simpson and
Beryl Peill ahead of Maggie Jones and Eifion Jones in second
place.
The Lakeland, the inter-club teams of eight event, will be
taking place on Sunday October 26 starting at 1pm. The
winners will represent the county in the Garden Cities Trophy.
On the same day the Kettering Trophy for teams of four will be
held at Kettering Bridge Club starting at 1pm. Entries to
Susan Deacon.
Kettering Bridge club’s Porch Trophy will be held on Sunday
December 7 starting at 1pm. Entries to Colin Tuton.

Somerset
www.somersetbridge.org.uk
Congratulations to the team led by Colin Juneman
including Gina Howard, Sheila Coda and Graham
Heal for winning the County Championship Teams
Knockout.
Dairy dates: Fri Oct 10, County League (1), Woolavington. Sun Oct 12, County Mixed Teams of Four, Woolavington. Fri Oct 17, Paul Bowyer Seminars, Woolavington.
Fri Oct 24, County League (2), Woolavington.

Suffolk
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
In the Mixed Pairs Joan Mayhew – Mike Malin won
the Ringer Cup for the overall victory while Jane
and Andrew Moore won the Lang Cup for the
highest placed married pair. Top three: Joan Mayhew – Mike
Malin 64.11%; Eric Newman – Basia Malinowska 62.50%;
Helen Mason – David Mathews 60.42%.
In the first Suffolk Club Player Pairs Eric Wright – Dave
Wiseman just pipped both Derek and Rita Brinkley and Fred
and Mo Harris who were joint runners-up.
Bob Kemp – Peter Brown won another close finish in the
Seniors Pairs with second-placed Mike O’Reilly – Doc Lacey
taking the Veterans’ prize; Norman Less – Sue Flin were third.

Sussex
www.sccba.co.uk
Many congratulations to Nigel Osmer and Vida
Bingham who won the Swiss Pairs at the EBU
Summer Seniors Congress. Well done also to Gerry
Stanford – Dave Franklin who came 4th in the
Championship Pairs A Final.
The Sussex C Team did extremely well in the
National Inter-County League Finals by winning their section.
Congratulations to our team of David Galpin, Joan Hootman,
Richard Newton, Per Lindsten, Ray Burnett, Brian Gould,
David Gillespie and Fergus Cameron.
Sussex players did well at the Brighton Summer Meeting.
Geoffrey Wolfarth who, with partner Brian Senior, and
Andrew Willard – Joy Mayall were runners-up in the Mercian
Seniors Pairs Finals in the A Final and B Final respectively.
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Also Ros Wolfarth (with Brian Senior again), finished 2nd in
the Mixed Pairs and Andy Ryder – Mike Allen finished 3rd in
the GCH Fox Championship Pairs. Congratulations to all.
The team of Chris Jepson, Neil Watts, Peter Clinch and Liz
Hoskins and the team which included Geoffrey and Ros
Wolfarth scored a notable achievement by coming joint 3rd in
the Four Stars B Final. Well done!

Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk
Bentley Heath Minibridge: N/S Sam and Edward;
E/W Katie W and Katie E.
Non-Expert Pairs: 1. Stephen and Sushi Abercrombie; 2nd Meg and Sarah Jones.
Shakespeare Teams: Val and Dave Ivens with John
O’Farrell and Mike Curley.
Cock of the County: Leslie Reece – Terry Parkes.
Senior Teams: Margaret Wort, Cyril Hall, David Jones and
Mike Northwood.
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Yorkshire
www.ycba.co.uk/
Congratulations to the following on their recent
achievements:
President’s Cup winners: Richard Pike, Dave
Robinson, Tom Gisborne, Sandy Davies, Phil
Godfrey, James Thrower, Bill Townsend and Tony McNiff.
John Hayton – Philip Clark, second in the Swiss Pairs, EBU
Scarborough Congress.
Yorkshire Schools Cup: Fulford School (junior players
Conor Cooley, Henry Brock and Amit Portnoy). Minibridge
Pairs: Corey Eastwood – Tom Sutton.
John Gerrard Simultaneous Pairs: Frank Littlewood –
Roman Gembicki.
Malton Cup: Richard Hilton, John Kimpton, Stuart Kay
and James Carpenter.
Yorkshire Flitch: Jim and Shona Tate.
Yorkshire Newcomers Pivot Teams: Jon Cowley, Nigel Peck,
Vicki Hinchcliffe and Mary Cousins.
Castle Swiss Pairs: Gillian McMullan – Neil Thomas.
Waddington Cup Final: Hull (Ian Cook, Waldemar Maciejewski, Mark Ballantine and Tim Prior).
Diary dates: Oct 17, Improvers Pairs, Bradford. Oct 24,
YCBA Council Meeting, Bradford. Oct 26, Yorkshire League
(Round 1). Nov 2, Ryedale Pairs, York. Nov 16, Yorkshire
League (Round 2).
r
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